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1.       COMMERCIAL MATTER 

 
The undersigned hereby certifies under penalty of perjury that KYTV, 999 W. Sunshine Springfield, 

Missouri, as a standard practice, formats and airs the children’s programs (produced primarily for children 

aged 12 and under) listed on Attachment 1 within the limits set forth by the Children’s Television Act of 

1990.  To the extent that KYTV has relied on information provided by networks or syndicators, attachment 

II provides copies of such documentation.  To the extent that there have been any inadvertent overages 

during the quarter covered by this report, such instances, if any, are described in Attachment III. 

 

 

      2. EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION PROGRAMMING DESIGNED FOR 

   CHILDREN (16 AND UNDER) 
 

A. Broadcast programs (Descriptions at Attachment A) 

 

PROGRAMMING FURNISHED BY THE NBC NETWORK – SATURDAYS/ NBC 

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS TARGETED TO CHILDREN 16 AND 

UNDER. (DESCRIPTIONS OR LIST AT ATTACHMENT A) 

 

 Astroblast   9-9:30am 

 The Chica Show  9:30-10:00am 

 Lazytown   10:00am-10:30am 

 Earth to Luna  10:30am-11:00am 

 Poppy Cat  11-11:30am 

 Tree Fu Tom  11:30am-12pm 

 

KY3 24/7 PROGRAMMING FURNISHED BY WEATHER NATION – 

SATURDAYS/PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS TARGETS TO CHILDREN 

13-16. 

  

 Animal Rescue  10:00-10:30am 

 Biz Kids   10:30-11:00am 

 Dog Tales  11:00-11:30am 

 Dragonflytv  11:30am-12:00pm 

 Missing   12:00-12:30pm 

 Think Big   12:30-1:00pm 

 



PROGRAMMING FURNISHED BY COZI NETWORK – SATURDAYS AND 

SUNDAYS/COZI PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS TARGETS TO 

CHILDREN 13-16. 

 

 Aqua Kids Adventures II  9:00-9:30am Saturday 

 Ariel, Zoey & Eli, Too  9:30-10:00am Saturday 

 Aqua Kids Adventure II  10:00-10:30am Saturday 

 Steal The Show  10:30-11:00am Saturday 

 The New Howdy Doody Show 9:00-9:30am Sunday 

 The New Howdy Doody Show 9:30-10:00am 

  

 

B. Broadcast Segments & PSA’s (Descriptions or list at Attachment B) 
 

2. NON-BROADCAST EFFORTS DIRECTED AT CHILDREN 

 

WEATHERSCHOOL 

 
 KY3 CELEBRATES ITS 24rd YEAR WITH THE “WEATHER- 

 SCHOOL” EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIP IN 2014/2015. THE 

 ATTACHED ARTICLE FROM SCHOOLS & COMMUNITY: 

 A PUBLICATION OF THE MISSOURI STATE TEACHERS 

 ASSOCIATION, DESCRIBES HOW THE PROGRAM RUNS 

 AND IT’S VALUE TO TEACHERS. 

 
 IN A NUTSHELL, KY3 PURCHASES KITS TO HELP EDUCATORS 

 TEACH WEATHER (A STATE REQUIRED SUBJECT FOR 5TH 

 GRADERS). IN ADDITION TO A TEACHING GUIDE KIT, THE 

 TEACHERS GET CLOUD CHARTS AND ACCOMPANYING  

 COMPUTER SOFTWARE.  TEACHERS HAVE BEEN ABLE TO  

 INTEGRATE SCIENCE, ENGLISH, SPEECH AND MANY OTHER 

 SKILLS INTO TEACHING OF WEATHER/METEOROLOGY WITH 

 THE PROGRAM. 

 
 ON AIR, KY3 FEATURES “WEATHERSCHOOL” QUESTIONS 

 DURING THE 6AM AND 6PM NEWS WHICH ARE ANSWERED 

 AT THE END OF THE BROADCAST.  IN ADDITION, THE KY3 

 WEATHER STAFF REGULARLY MAKES APPEARANCES IN 

 SCHOOLS TO ENHANCE THE LESSONS.   

 

 

A LIST OF TALENT APPEARANCES IS ATTACHED. 

 

 

 STATION TOURS ARE ATTACHED. 

 
 

 Name:  Janet Furneaux 

 Title:    Executive Assistant 

 Date:   July 7, 2015 

 

 



ATTACHMENT A 
 

PROGRAMMING FURNISHED BY THE NBC NETWORK 
SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO SERVE THE EDUCATION AND INFORMATIONAL NEEDS OF 

CHILDREN 16 AND UNDER. 
 

 

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS – NBC 

   
  TARGETED TO CHILDREN 16 AND UNDER. 

    

 

 YOUTH ISSUES – SEE ISSUES/PROGRAMMING 
   

 

PSA’S 

 

SEE THIS QUARTER’S ISSUES FILE FOR APRIL, MAY AND JUNE 2015 PSA 

LISTING 



Date Time Type Group # in Group

1-Apr 11:30 AM tour and news  Branson High School Meteorolgy class 16

6-Apr 4:30 PM tour and news Cub Scouts 15

7-Apr 11:30 AM tour and news College of the Ozarks Journalism Students 22

10-Apr 11:30 AM tour and news Waynesville TV/Video production class

17-Apr 10:00 AM tour only Price Elementary 3rd Grade 70

16-Apr 4:30 PM tour and news Cub Scouts 18

20-Apr 4:30 PM tour and news Trailblazers 4-H Club 20

24-Apr 11:30 AM tour and news Discovery garden montessori School 13 

27-Apr 11:30 AM tour and news Weableau 7th Grade Class 25

29-Apr 11:30 AM tour and news Republic 7th Grade 21

29-Apr 4:30 PM tour and news Homeschool Group 18

30-Apr 10:00 AM tour only St. Elizabeth Ann Seton Kindergarten 29

4-May 10:30 AM tour and news TOUR/WATCH KSPR THEN TOUR/WATCH KY3 2

7-May 4:30 PM tour and news Cub Scouts 15

7-May 11:30 AM tour and news
(Katherine's Mom's Class) Richards School in 

West Plains 25

8-May 11:30 AM tour and news Ava H.S. Multimedia Class 20

11-May 11:30 AM tour and news ARC of the Ozarks 2

13-May 11:30 AM tour and news Hillcrest HTV Class 22

15-May 11:30 AM tour and news
FCCLA Hartville/Gainesville H.S. PRESENTING 

HONOR FLIGHT CHECK 12

19-May 11:30 AM tour and news Ash Grove Mass Media Class 4

19-May 6:30 PM tour and news BARB WILL GIVE TOUR

29-May 11:30 AM tour and news Son is interested in WEATHER 2

NO TOURS JUNE 1-5 NO TOURS JUNE 1-5 NO TOURS JUNE 1-5 NO TOURS JUNE 1-5

8-Jun 4:30 PM tour and news Girl Scout and Boy Scouts 14

9-Jun 11:30 AM tour and news
Schweitzer United Methodist Church ANGELA 

MOYLE'S SISTER 7

Station Tours 2015



10-Jun 11:30 AM tour and news Bolivar Interm. School 3rd-5th grade 25

11-Jun 10:00 AM tour only Sparta Middle School 80

12-Jun 11:30 AM tour and news Sweeny Elementary: Republic 3rd Grade 21

15-Jun 11:30 AM tour and news Sweeny Elementary: Republic 3rd Grade 21

16-Jun 10:00 AM tour only 30

18-Jun 11:30 AM tour and news Sweeny Elementary: Republic 3rd Grade 21

19-Jun 11:30 AM tour and news Sweeny Elementary: Republic 3rd Grade 21

22-Jun 10:00 AM tour only Cox Summer Learning Program 33

23-Jun 10:00 AM tour only
Grandma Nanna's Academy & Nurturing Center, 

LLC. (daycare) 15

24-Jun 11:30 AM tour and news Bolivar Interm. School 3rd-5th grade 25

25-Jun 10:00 AM tour only skyline preschool-8th grade summer school 50

26-Jun 11:30 AM tour and news Summer School Class 20

30-Jun 11:30 AM tour and news Family tour 6 +



Consumer Reports 

2nd Quarter 2015 

Topic Show Date Duration Synopsis 

Cars Burning Oil 6pm News 6/30/2015 2:06 

Certain cars may require you to check the oil a little 
more often. 
     A new survey by Consumer Reports finds some 

newer models may require a new quart of oil as 
often as once a month. 

Clearing 

Mosquitoes 
5pm News 6/28/2015 4:23 

And there's nothing more annoying than mosquitoes 
buzzing around when your trying to enjoy some 
outdoor time.  
     Lots of products claim to protect you from the 
claim--but do they really work? 
     Consumer reports tested those claims 

Clearing 

Mosquitoes 

Ozarks Today 

Weekend 

Edition 

6/28/2015 4:15 

And there's nothing more annoying than mosquitoes 
buzzing around when your trying to enjoy some 
outdoor time.  
     Lots of products claim to protect you from the 
claim--but do they really work? 
     Consumer reports tested those claims 

Antibiotic Overuse 10 pm News 6/25/2015 4:10 

Misuse and overuse of antibiotics have dangerous 
consequences.. creating antibiotic- resistant 
bacteria. 
Consumer Reports calls the rise of the superbug a 
major crisis of our times and says we all have a role 
to play in stopping them. 
 

Antibiotic Overuse 6pm News 6/25/2015 1:00 

They're known as the miracle drugs. 
You take them when you're sick and you bounce 
right back. No doubt antibiotics save lives, but new 
research shows we could be doing more harm than 
good. 
Misuse and overuse is creating antibiotic-resistant 
bacteria. 
Consumer Reports calls the rise of the superbug a 
major medical crisis. 



Cosigned Student 

Loans 
Ozarks Today 5 6/22/2015 2:17 

A federal agency says private student loans are 
causing serious financial setbacks-- for co-signers. 
That's according to a new report the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau. 

Cosigned Student 

Loans 
Ozarks Today 3 6/22/2015 2:17 

A federal agency says private student loans are 
causing serious financial setbacks-- for co-signers. 
That's according to a new report the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau. 

Cosigned Student 

Loans 
Ozarks Today 1 6/22/2015 2:17 

A federal agency says private student loans are 
causing serious financial setbacks-- for co-signers. 
That's according to a new report the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau. 

Facial Sunscreen 5pm News 6/21/2015 4:29 

  When you're poolside baking in the sun--it's 
important to wear sunscreen...especially on your 
face.  
     Consumer reports put the best facial sunscreen 
to the tests.. 

Aquarium Heater 

Recall 

Ozarks Today 

Weekend 

Edition 

6/21/2015 :36 

If you're a fish owner, there's a recall you'll want to 
know about. 
Petsmart is recalling more than 112-thousand Top 
Fin plastic aquarium heaters due to an electric shock 
hazard and fire risk. 

Facial Sunscreen 

Ozarks Today 

Weekend 

Edition 

6/21/2015 4:28 

A key to fighting off wrinkles?  
Sunscreen! Consumer Reports tested sunscreens 
that claim they are specially formulated for your face. 
Contact Ky3's Ashley Reynolds has the results. 

Blue Bell Final 

Report 
5pm News 6/11/2015 :37 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
released its final report today on the Blue Bell listeria 
outbreak.  
     In it, the C-D-C is warning that people could still 
get infected, because the recalled products may still 
be in the freezers of some consumers. 

Netflix vs. Amazon 6pm News 6/9/2015 3:41 

Which video-streaming service is the best option for 
your viewing pleasure and wallet? Contact Ky3's 
Ashley Reynolds has the pros and cons of Netflix 
and Amazon Prime. 

Pet Insurance Ozarks Today 5 6/9/2015 2:18 
A trip to the vet can be expensive.  Researchers 
estimate that Americans spend around 15-million 
dollars on vet care each year. So, more pet owners 



are responding by buying pet insurance. 

Pet Insurance Ozarks Today 3 6/9/2015 2:18 

A trip to the vet can be expensive.  Researchers 
estimate that Americans spend around 15-million 
dollars on vet care each year. So, more pet owners 
are responding by buying pet insurance. 

Pet Insurance Ozarks Today 1 6/9/2015 2:18 

A trip to the vet can be expensive.  Researchers 
estimate that Americans spend around 15-million 
dollars on vet care each year. So, more pet owners 
are responding by buying pet insurance. 

Rent to Own 

Caution 
6pm News 6/8/2015 3:42 

it seems like an affordable way to buy those big 
ticket items.  
[Anchor:2-SHOT STEVE]{STEVE}But shopping at those 
rent-to-own stores could end up busting your budget.  
     Contact Ky3's Ashley Reynolds looks at those 
deals that sound a little too good to be true 

Smartphone 

Vacation 
Ozarks Today 5 6/8/2015 4:42 

Most of us-- take a lot of pictures-- when we take a 
summer vacation. 
Here's Chris Clackum with how to take the best 
pictures and video with your smartphone. 

Smartphone 

Vacation 
Ozarks Today 3 6/8/2015 4:42 

Most of us-- take a lot of pictures-- when we take a 
summer vacation. 
Here's Chris Clackum with how to take the best 
pictures and video with your smartphone. 

Smartphone 

Vacation 
Ozarks Today 1 6/8/2015 4:42 

Most of us-- take a lot of pictures-- when we take a 
summer vacation. 
Here's Chris Clackum with how to take the best 
pictures and video with your smartphone. 

Phone Scams 

Beware 
5pm News 6/7/2015 5:05 

Nowadays criminals are finding all sorts of ways to 
steal your hard earned cash. 
     Some are even taking to the phones as fake debt 
collectors or pretending to protect you from credit 
card fraud.  
     But before you fork over the money--make sure 
the call is legit.  
 

Beware of Phone 

Scams 

Ozarks Today 

Weekend 

Edition 

6/7/2015 5:03 
Criminals are finding all sorts of ways to steal your 
money, for instance posing on the phone as debt 
collectors or pretending to protect you from credit 



card fraud.  
Before you fork over money or information make 
sure the call is legit. 

Safest Cars for 

Teens 
6pm News 6/5/2015 4:09 

Teens are almost three times more likely to be 
involved in a fatal car accident than drivers who are 
older.  
     Consumer Reports has several safe, used cars 
to recommend that are relatively inexpensive, all in 
an effort to help prevent a tragic accident. 

Online Mattresses 6pm News 6/4/2015 4:21 

Consumer Reports latest tests of nearly 40 
mattresses include a few that are sold primarily on 
the Internet....like those on Amazon. 
The prices aren't bad, but Contact Ky3's Ashley 
Reynolds explains the risks 

Water Saving 

Appliances 
6pm News 6/3/2015 5:21 

Forty states, not just California and Arizona, expect 
water shortages over the next decade.  
Consumer Reports tested hundreds of appliances 
to find which use the least water, while still working 
efficiently. 

Backyard Pool 

Safety 
Noon News 6/2/2015 3:35 

Temps are rising-- and Americans will be spending 
more time at the pool.  Karin Caifa has some 
reminders on how to stay safe. 

Backyard Pool 

Safety 
Ozarks Today 6 6/2/2015 3:35 

Temps are rising-- and Americans will be spending 
more time at the pool.  Karin Caifa has some 
reminders on how to stay safe 

Backyard Pool 

Safety 
Ozarks Today 4 6/2/2015 3:35 

Temps are rising-- and Americans will be spending 
more time at the pool.  Karin Caifa has some 
reminders on how to stay safe 

Backyard Pool 

Safety 
Ozarks Today 2 6/2/2015 3:35 

Temps are rising-- and Americans will be spending 
more time at the pool.  Karin Caifa has some 
reminders on how to stay safe 

TV Tipovers 6pm News 6/1/2015 4:42 

You might not realize your TV and the furniture it 
rests on can be a serious hazard.  They can tip over 
and injure or even kill a child.  
Contact Ky3's Ashley Reynolds shows us what you 
can do to better protect your kids. 

Unhappy 

Customers 
Ozarks Today 4 6/1/2015 2:33 

Cable-TV and internet subscribers remain-- unhappy 
customers.  That's the finding of a new consumer 
reports survey. 



Unhappy 

Customers 
Ozarks Today 2 6/1/2015 2:33 

Cable-TV and internet subscribers remain-- unhappy 
customers.  That's the finding of a new consumer 
reports survey. 

Better Cell Phone 

Audio 

9pm News on 

CW 
5/31/2015 4:12 

"Can you hear me now?"  
For many people, trying to hear a cell phone 
conversation can be challenging.  
But "listen up,"  Contact Ky3's Ashley Reynolds 
reports, help might be on the way. 

Best Lawn Mowers 
9pm News on 

CW 
5/24/2015 4:41 

Is your old lawn mower not cutting it this spring? 
Consumer Reports evaluated more than 100  lawn 
mowers from Home Depot, Lowe's, and other 
outlets.  
Testers pushed them more than 50 miles. 
Contact Ky3's Ashley Reynolds has their best 
brands. 

Best Lawn Mowers 5pm News 5/24/2015 4:41 

Is your old lawn mower not cutting it this spring? 
Consumer Reports evaluated more than 100  lawn 
mowers from Home Depot, Lowe's, and other 
outlets.  
Testers pushed them more than 50 miles. 
Contact Ky3's Ashley Reynolds has their best 
brands. 

Samsung New 

Smartphone 
6pm News 5/21/2015 3:54 

Samsung has finally released it's newest 
smartphone...the Galaxy S-6. 
     But does it live up to all the hype? 
[Anchor:2shot Lisa]{**2sh Lisa**} 
     Consumer reports put it to the test...and as 
Contact Ky3's Ashley Reynolds reports, the new 
Apple-like design didn't help with ratings. 

Car Computers 6pm News 5/18/2015 4:23 

There are smartphones, smart appliances and newer 
cars are pretty intelligent too. 
Contact Ky3's Ashley Reynolds shows how hackers 
can get in your driver's seat. 

Robo Vacs 
9pm News on 

CW 
5/17/2015 4:34 

Tired of spring cleaning?...How about a robotic 
vacuum that promises to do the work for you?  
Consumer Reports just tested out the latest 
versions. 

Robo Vacs 5pm News  5/17/2015 4:34 
Tired of spring cleaning?...How about a robotic 
vacuum that promises to do the work for you?  
Consumer Reports just tested out the latest 



versions. 

Robo Vacs 

Ozarks Today 

Weekend 

Edition 

5/17/2015 4:33 

Tired of spring cleaning?...How about a robotic 
vacuum that promises to do the work for you?  
Consumer Reports just tested out the latest 
versions. 

Sunscreen SPF 

Strength 
6pm News 5/15/2015 5:00 

You know what the sunblock aisle looks like -- you 
have more options than ever. Most dermatologists 
recommend using a sunscreen with the S-P-F or sun 
protection factor of at least 30. 

Insect Repellent 6pm News 5/13/2015 4:32 

Summertime's here and so are they. 
Mosquitoes and ticks are a nuisance, but worse, 
they can spread diseases like West Nile and Lyme.  
Many *effective* repellents have harsh chemicals.  

Protecting Privacy 6pm News 5/11/2015 4:17 
There are smartphones, smart TVs, and now, new 
smart watches.  
     Now you can add appliances to the list. 

Reflective Clothing 
9pm News on 

CW 
5/10/2015 5:02 

Maybe you're enjoying the evenings were you can 
get out to take a walk, a jog or a bike ride. 
     It's important to make yourself visible to cars. 
     Special reflective clothing is supposed to make 
you easier to see.  
     Consumer Reports tested several options. 

Reflective Clothing 

Ozarks Today 

Weekend 

Edition 

5/10/2015 5:07 

     And it is the season where many of us are out 
and about jogging and such. 
     Cars kill more than 5-thousand pedestrians, 
bicyclists and joggers each year.  
The vast majority of those accidents happen after 
the sun sets.  
Special reflective clothing is supposed to make you 
easier to see.  
Consumer Reports tested several options. 

Buying or Leasing 6pm News 5/6/2015 4:53 
To buy or lease .... That is the question more and 
more these days. 
Contact Ky3's Ashley Reynolds has the answer. 

Apple Watch 
9pm News on 

CW 
5/4/2015 3:22 

In Consumer news, techies who pre-ordered an 
Apple Watch are starting to get their new gadgets in 
the mail.  
     Prices start at 350 dollars and go up  



Robo Calls 6pm News 5/4/2015 3:23 

Yep. It's not just you thinking it --- the Robocalls are 
getting worse. 
The Federal Trade Commission gets 300 thousand 
complaints every month. 
Contact KY3's Ashley Reynolds shows us some new 
ways to rid the annoying junk calls. 

Fantastic Freezers 
9pm News on 

CW 
5/3/2015 4:27 

  Keeping food fresh can be a challenge... 
    So if you buy in bulk it could be time to invest in 
more freezer space. 
   Consumer Reports tested dozens of chest 
freezers.. 

Fantastic Freezers 5pm News  5/3/2015 4:27 

  Keeping food fresh can be a challenge... 
    So if you buy in bulk it could be time to invest in 
more freezer space. 
   Consumer Reports tested dozens of chest 
freezers.. 

Fantastic Freezers 

Ozarks Today 

Weekend 

Edition 

5/3/2015 4:30 

  Keeping food fresh can be a challenge... 
    So if you buy in bulk it could be time to invest in 
more freezer space. 
   Consumer Reports tested dozens of chest 
freezers.. 

Best Bike Helmets 6pm News 5/1/2015 4:31 

Ninety percent of the bicyclists killed in the past two 
decades were not wearing a helmet.  
Consumer Reports just tested 23 helmets and 
found good choices for both adults and children. 

May Discounts Ozarks Today 1 5/1/2015 :29 

Consumer Reports lists the products--big and 
small-- that you can find at deep discount prices 
during the month of May.  Mattresses are at some of 
their lowest prices this month--especially around 
memorial day.  It's also a good time to buy new 
carpeting.  Many lawn mowers and tractors will also 
be discounted this month.  Finally--- you can find 
great deals on athletic apparel, camping and outdoor 
gear, and small electronics like blu-ray, M-P-three 
players, or streaming media players 

Frequent Flier 6pm News 4/29/2015 4:37 

The price is right ... Flying free.  
But often air travelers are stymied when they try to 
redeem those billions of frequent flier miles for no 
cost flights. 



Jump Starter Recall 10pm News 4/28/2015 1:07 

More than 10-thousand pocket-sized jump-starting 
devices are being pulled from stores due to fire 
concerns. 
The recall involves 'jump and go' portable jumpstart 
and power supply units.. with model numbers 
starting with WJS-3000. 
     The lithium battery inside can get too hot and 
burst into flames.. it's caused at least 18 fires. 
     The jump starters were sold nationside at a 
variety of stores. 

How Safe is Your 

Shrimp 

9pm News on 

CW 
4/26/2015 5:30 

Living in the midwest doesn't stop people in the 
Ozarks from gobbling up shrimp. 
Consumer Reports has a health warning for you. 
Contact KY3's Ashley Reynolds shows us what else 
could come with a popular seafood dish. 

How Safe is Your 

Shrimp 
5pm News 4/26/2015 5:30 

Living in the midwest doesn't stop people in the 
Ozarks from gobbling up shrimp. 
Consumer Reports has a health warning for you. 
Contact KY3's Ashley Reynolds shows us what else 
could come with a popular seafood dish. 

How Safe is Your 

Shrimp 

Ozarks Today 

Weekend 

Edition 

4/26/2015 5:30 

Living in the midwest doesn't stop people in the 
Ozarks from eating shrimp. 
Consumer Reports has a health warning for you. 
Contact Ky3's Ashley Reynolds shows us what else 
could come with a popular seafood dish. 

Cyberscares & 

Credit Habits 
Ozarks Today 6 4/23/2015 3:59 

Your personal and financial information could be at 
risk after a number of high-profile cyber attacks. 

Cyberscares & 

Credit Habits 
Ozarks Today 4 4/23/2015 3:59 

Your personal and financial information could be at 
risk after a number of high-profile cyber attacks. 

Cyberscares & 

Credit Habits 
Ozarks Today 2 4/23/2015 3:59 

Your personal and financial information could be at 
risk after a number of high-profile cyber attacks. 

Grill Safety 6pm News 4/22/2015 6:07 

If the warmer spring temps make you want to fire up 
the grill ... Listen up. 
There's a grill that was just labeled dangerous and 
do *not* buy 

Beauty in a box 5pm News 4/19/2015 4:37 
Coming home to a box full of goodies just for you...is 
a dream come true.  
     That's the appeal of beauty box subscription 



services, which deliver samples of makeup and skin-
care products every month.  
     Consumer Reports did the shopping for you to 
see just what you get. 
 

Beauty in a box 

Ozarks Today 

Weekend 

Edition 

4/19/2015 3:51 

How nice to come home and find a pretty package 
full of goodies just for you.  
     That's the appeal of beauty box subscription 
services, which deliver samples of makeup and skin-
care products every month.  
     Consumer Reports did the shopping for you to 
see just what you get. 
 

Blood Pressure 

Monitors 

9pm News on 

CW 
4/12/2015 4:21 

There's a good chance that you or someone you 
care about has high blood pressure.  
     The condition impacts roughly one in three 
Americans-- raising the risk of heart attack, stroke, 
and premature death.  
     Keeping tabs on your blood pressure is an 
important part of care. 
     Consumer Reports put some monitoring devices 
to the test. 

Confusing Cars 

Ozarks Today 

Weekend 

Edition 

4/12/2015 4:58 
Car infotainment systems can be complicated, and 
using them can be frustrating.  
Consumer Reports put them to the test 

High Resolution 

Audio 
6pm News 4/10/2015 4:31 

High-definition video is taking over TVs, phones, and 
tablets.  
But sound quality is worse than it was 10 or 15 years 
ago.  
As Contact Ky3's Ashley Reynolds shows us, new 
hi-resolution audio promises to change that. 

Consumer 

Borrowing 
Ozarks Today 5 4/9/2015 1:40 

According to a new report from the federal reserve-- 
more of you are borrowing money.  Consumer 
borrowing reached a new record high in February of 
three-point-34 trillion-dollars. 

Consumer 

Borrowing 
Ozarks Today 3 4/9/2015 1:40 

According to a new report from the federal reserve-- 
more of you are borrowing money.  Consumer 
borrowing reached a new record high in February of 
three-point-34 trillion-dollars. 



Consumer 

Borrowing 
Ozarks Today 1 4/9/2015 1:40 

According to a new report from the federal reserve-- 
more of you are borrowing money.  Consumer 
borrowing reached a new record high in February of 
three-point-34 trillion-dollars. 

April Deep 

Discounts 
Ozarks Today 6 4/8/2015 :30 

Consumer Reports lists five products you can find 
great discounts on--- during the month of April.  
Spring clothing is the first thing that will go on sale--- 
because retailers are needing to move the Spring 
gear-- to make room summer goods.  April is also a 
good time to shop for a digital camera.  You can also 
find better deals on desktops, laptops, and lawn 
mowers this month.  Just keep in mind --- that great 
sales happen at the end of each season -- when 
inventories are light and selection may be limited. 

April Deep 

Discounts 
Ozarks Today 6 4/8/2015 :30 

Consumer Reports lists five products you can find 
great discounts on--- during the month of April.  
Spring clothing is the first thing that will go on sale--- 
because retailers are needing to move the Spring 
gear-- to make room summer goods.  April is also a 
good time to shop for a digital camera.  You can also 
find better deals on desktops, laptops, and lawn 
mowers this month.  Just keep in mind --- that great 
sales happen at the end of each season -- when 
inventories are light and selection may be limited. 

April Deep 

Discounts 
Ozarks Today 2 4/8/2015 :32 

Consumer Reports lists five products you can find 
great discounts on--- during the month of April.  
Spring clothing is the first thing that will go on sale--- 
because retailers are needing to move the Spring 
gear-- to make room summer goods.  April is also a 
good time to shop for a digital camera.  You can also 
find better deals on desktops, laptops, and lawn 
mowers this month.  Just keep in mind --- that great 
sales happen at the end of each season -- when 
inventories are light and selection may be limited. 

Home 

Improvement 

Scams 

Ozarks Today 6 4/6/2015 1:52 
If you're looking to improve the look of your home--
we have some tips to help keep you from getting 
scammed. 

Home 

Improvement 
Ozarks Today 4 4/6/2015 1:52 

If you're looking to improve the look of your home--
we have some tips to help keep you from getting 



Scams scammed. 

Home 

Improvement 

Scams 

Ozarks Today 2 4/6/2015 1:55 
If you're looking to improve the look of your home--
we have some tips to help keep you from getting 
scammed. 

Glucose Meters 5pm News 4/5/2015 4:57 

If you're one of the nearly 10 percent of Americans 
with diabetes--keeping track of blood sugar levels 
can be a challenge....Making an at home glucose 
meter essential.  
     Consumer Reports just tested 29 of them.. 

Glucose Meters 

Ozarks Today 

Weekend 

Edition 

4/5/2015 4:58 

If you're one of the nearly 10 percent of Americans 
with diabetes, keeping track of blood sugar levels 
can help keep you out of the hospital.  
A home glucose meter is essential.  
Consumer Reports just tested 29 of them. 

Springtime Juicers 
9pm News on 

CW 
4/3/2015 4:35 

If you want to get more fruits and vegetables into 
your diet, juicing is an easy option. 
Consumer Reports tested to find out which are 
worth trying and which you should forget. 
Contact Ky3's Ashley Reynolds has the results. 

Springtime Juicers 6pm News 4/3/2015 2:59 

If you want to get more fruits and vegetables into 
your diet, juicing is an easy option. 
Sales of juicers topped one and a half million last 
year.  
[Anchor:2shot Steve]{**2sh Steve**} 
Consumer Reports tested to find out which are 
worth trying and which you should forget. 

Car Warranties Ozarks Today 6 4/1/2015 1:50 
If you're in the market for a new car-- you may be 
wondering whether or not you should buy an 
extended warranty 

Car Warranties Ozarks Today 4 4/1/2015 1:50 
If you're in the market for a new car-- you may be 
wondering whether or not you should buy an 
extended warranty 

Car Warranties Ozarks Today 2 4/1/2015 1:50 
If you're in the market for a new car-- you may be 
wondering whether or not you should buy an 
extended warranty 

     



     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 



 

2nd Quarter 2015 

PUBLIC APPEARANCES 

 

Public Appearances 

Who Description Group  City Date 

Ron Hearst Speaker SW Power Coop Bolivar 
April 29 

 

KY3 

Stormteam 
Weather Presentation WeatherSchool at Hammons Springfield May 6 

Ron Hearst Speaker 
Springfield Park Board at Nathanael 

Greene Park 
Springfield May 8 

Steve Grant Speaker Celebrate America, Central Assembly Springfield June 28 

Ethan 

Forhetz 
Anchor 

Children’s Miracle Network Hospital 

Telethon 
Springfield May 31 

Paul Adler Anchor 
Children’s Miracle Network Hospital 

Telethon 
Springfield May 31 

Emily Wood Anchor 
Children’s Miracle Network Hospital 

Telethon 
Springfield May 31 

Ron Hearst Anchor 
Children’s Miracle Network Hospital 

Telethon 
Springfield May 31 

Paula 

Morehouse 
Anchor 

Children’s Miracle Network Hospital 

Telethon 
Springfield May 30 

Joe Hickman Anchor 
Children’s Miracle Network Hospital 

Telethon 
Springfield May 31 

Lisa Rose Anchor 
Children’s Miracle Network Hospital 

Telethon 
Springfield May 31 

Maria 

Neider 
Anchor 

Children’s Miracle Network Hospital 

Telethon 
Springfield May 30 

Mike Landis Anchor 
Children’s Miracle Network Hospital 

Telethon 
Springfield May 30 

Brandon 

Beck 
Reading to Kids Hartville Library Hartville June 3 



Brandon 

Beck 
Reading to Kids Mountain Grove Library Mountain Grove June 3 

Brandon 

Beck 
Reading to Kids Mansfield Library Mansfield June 3 

Ethan 

Forhetz 
Emcee Alzheimer’s Association Breakfast Springfield April 30 

Ethan 

Forhetz 
Emcee Alzheimer’s Association Breakfast Springfield April 6 

Ethan 

Forhetz 
Appearance Safe & Sound Springfield April 18 

Ethan 

Forhetz 
Emcee March for Babies Springfield May 2 

Ethan 

Forhetz 
Emcee 

Branches at Brookline Fundraiser 
Dinner 

Brookline May 2 

Felicia 

Combs 
Speaker Safety Day Camp Rogersville June 11 

Jehan 

Sheikh 
Emcee Aaron Pearson Fundraiser Event Springfield April 19 

Lisa Rose Emcee GYN Cancer Alliance Event Springfield April 13 

Lisa Rose Emcee Springfield Theatre Alliance Springfield April 14 

Lisa Rose Appearance Safe & Sound Event Springfield April 18 

Lisa Rose Emcee Covenant Presbyterian Event Springfield May 17 

Lisa Rose Emcee 
Community Blood Center of the 

Ozarks 
Springfield May 8 

Felicia 

Combs 
Speaker Fremont Elementary Springfield April 23 

Felicia 

Combs 
Reading to Preschoolers Redeemer Preschool Nixa April 2 

Brandon 

Beck 
Speaker Evangel University Graduation Springfield May 17 



Ron Hearst Reading to Kids Christian County Library Ozark June 3 

Lisa Rose Reading to Kids Library Station Springfield June 9 

Ethan 

Forhetz 
Reading to Kids Bolivar Branch Library Bolivar June 23 

Abby Dyer Weather Presentation Reeds Spring Summer School Program Reeds Spring June 24 

Drew 

Douglas 

MMJ 

Speaker Bolivar Middle School career day Bolivar, MO May 13 

Steve Grant Anchor 
Children’s Miracle Network Hospital 

Telethon 
Springfield May 31 

Sara Forhetz Teaching 
Transitional Living Class for young 

women 
Springfield April 22 

Sara Forhetz Emcee March of Dimes, March for Babies  Springfield May 2 

Sara Forhetz Emcee Frame by Frame for the Disabled Springfield May 2 

Mike Landis Emcee/Read 
SGF-Greene County Library Story 

Break 
Springfield June 26 

Paula 

Morehouse 
Appearance Safe & Sound Springfield April 18 

Shayla 

Patrick 
Appearance Safe & Sound Springfield April 18 

Emily Wood Appearance Safe & Sound Springfield April 18 

Brandon 

Beck 
Appearance Safe & Sound Springfield April 18 

Ron Hearst Appearance Safe & Sound Springfield April 18 

Abby Dyer Appearance Safe & Sound Springfield April 18 

Felicia 

Combs 
Appearance Safe & Sound Springfield April 18 



Ashley 

Reynolds 
Appearance Safe & Sound Springfield April 18 

Maria 

Neider 
Appearance Safe & Sound Springfield April 18 

Paul Adler Appearance Safe & Sound Springfield April 18 

Kate Allt Appearance Safe & Sound Springfield April 18 

Steve Grant Appearance Safe & Sound Springfield April 18 

Mike Landis Appearance Safe & Sound Springfield April 18 

Jehan 

Sheikh 
Appearance Safe & Sound Springfield April 18 

Linda 

Russell 
Appearance Safe & Sound Springfield April 18 

Eric Hilt Appearance Safe & Sound Springfield April 18 

Paula 

Morehouse 
Reading to Kids Library Station Springfield June 9 

Paula 

Morehouse 
Planning a Meeting Harmony House Springfield May 29 

Ron Hearst Speaking BNSF Railroad Safety Meeting Springfield June 25 

Paul Adler Board member Salvation Army Executive Committee Springfield April 7 

Paul Adler Board member Salvation Army Executive Committee Springfield April 9 

Paul Adler Emcee 
Show Me State Games, Springfield 

kickoff 
Springfield April 14 

Paul Adler Emcee Springfield Symphony Gala Springfield April 25 

Paul Adler Board member Salvation Army Executive Committee Springfield May 5 



Paul Adler Board member Salvation Army Advisory Board Springfield May 7 

Paul Adler Emcee 
Salvation Army Donor Appreciation 

Luncheon 
 Springfield May 14 

Paul Adler Board member Salvation Army Executive Committee Springfield June 9 

Paul Adler Board member Salvation Army Advisory Board Springfield June 11 

Paul Adler Emcee Red Cross Run for Rediness Springfield June 27 
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      July 2, 2015 
  

 
      Dear Affiliate Partner: 

 
To assist you in complying with the reporting requirements for children’s television and the requirement 
that stations air “core” children’s programming, we are providing you with episode-specific descriptions  
(the ‘NBC Kids” educational and informational programming block) as set forth in the attached 
Community Relations Quarterly Children’s Programming Report for the 2nd quarter of  2015.  The 
report includes information to help prepare FCC Form 398.  Please note that we have not included the 
specific dates and times for each of the programs as that may be station-specific.  
 

       This report is divided into the following categories: 
 

   1.   Educational Objectives: NBC Kids for both 2nd quarter 2015 and 3rd quarter 2015. 
 
2. Core programming: Regularly scheduled programming furnished by the NBC Network that is 
specifically designed to serve the early educational and informational needs of children 16 and under.  
Each of these programs is identified on-air as educational and informational with the “E/I” icon, and is 
similarly identified to the national listing services.  To assist stations with the preemption report section 
of FCC Form 398, we have added specific episode numbers.   Please note that the age target for NBC 
Kids programming is identified as 2-5 years old.   
 
3. Other programming: Programming furnished by the NBC Network that contributes to the 
educational and informational needs of children 16 and under, but is not specifically designed to meet 
the educational and informational needs of children.   
 
4.   Public service announcements targeted to children 16 and under. 
 
5. Non-broadcast efforts that enhance the educational and informational value of NBC Network 
programming to children. 
 
6. Network on-air promotional efforts, which include a schedule of NBC on-air promos for NBC Kids 
programming. 
 
The regularly-scheduled children’s programming and promotional content furnished to you by the NBC 
Network during the 2nd quarter of 2015 complied with the commercial limits of the Children’s Television 
Act, and 47 C.F.R. §§ 73.670(a)-(d), provided that you broadcast and distributed such programming as 
furnished to you by NBC, and did not add any promotional or advertising content thereto other than as 
directed by NBC via weekly postings on APT.   
 

      If you have any questions about these reporting requirements, please feel free to call us. 
 
Karen Peled 
NBCUniversal Media LLC                
Contracts Counsel, NBC Broadcasting, Affiliate Relations 
212-413-5451 
karen.peled@nbcuni.com 

mailto:loretta.alden@nbcuni.com
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Note Regarding FCC’s Video Description Rules:  The programs supplied in the NBC Kids block are video-
described to provide a better viewing experience for blind or visually impaired children. Under the FCC’s 
video description rules that became effective on July 1, 2012, full-power affiliates of the ABC, CBS, Fox 
and NBC networks that are located in the top 25 television markets must provide 50 hours per calendar 
quarter of video-described programming during prime time or in children's programming. A video described 
program may be counted toward the 50 hours when it is originally aired and on one re-airing. Although 
much of the programming aired with video description is likely to be newly produced, stations may count 
any program they are airing for the first or second time with video description after the effective date, even 
if the program aired on that station without video description prior to the effective date. Similarly, a station 
may count programming toward its 50-hour obligation even if that programming has aired elsewhere with 
video description, as long as it is airing with description for the first or second time on that station.   

2nd QUARTER 2015 EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES 

 

In compliance with the Children’s Television Act regulations that became effective January 2, 1997, the 

NBC kids programming block features an on-air icon (E/I) indicating that each program is “educational and 

informational” for children.  This icon is displayed throughout each program.  Also, in compliance with 

the regulations, the following document, which includes “early educational and informational” objectives of 

NBC kids, must be placed in your public file. 

 

The NBC kids programming block also meets the requirements for video described content, as established 

by the Twenty-first Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act, effective October 8, 2010.  Full-

power affiliates of NBC that are located in the 25 television markets with the largest number of 

television households must provide video-described content at any time they are providing children’s 

programming.  Each episode of content can be aired no more than twice in the calendar year.   

 

Each of the programs listed below, which make up the three hour NBC kids programming block, is 

specifically designed to serve the early educational and informational needs of children ages 2-5.  All of the 

programs have educational objectives and messages that are core to the content and appropriate for the 

program genre.   

 

From April 4th – June 27, 2015 NBC Kids aired five shows returning from the 1st Quarter 2015.  These are:  

Astroblast, The Chica Show, Lazy Town, Poppy Cat, and Tree Fu Tom. There is one new show: Earth 

to Luna.  

 

All six shows were developed specifically for a target audience composed of children ages 2-5. They have a 

narrative format and three of the shows (The Chica Show, Earth to Luna, and Tree Fu Tom) use elements 

of fantasy and imagination to develop the educational content.  The Chica Show and Tree Fu Tom 

combine live action with animation, while Lazy Town is live action with puppets.  Poppy Cat, Earth to 

Luna and Astroblast are animated series. 

 

Astroblast, based on the book series by author and illustrator Bob Kolar, is set on a space station in an 

unknown solar system.  Five animal characters and one three-eyed octopus of unknown derivation populate 

the station.  Each episode begins with an everyday conversation or incident that grows into a predicament 

needing a solution.  While these predicaments take place in a fantasy environment, the issues and 

resolutions resonate for a preschool audience.  Through comedy and zippy action, our target audience sees 

how the characters learn lessons for practical living such as how to keep track of things that belong to you, 
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practice good habits, clean up when you’ve made a mess,  rebound from a failure or an embarrassing 

incident, or resist the urge to blame others for your mistakes.   

 

The Chica Show features a five-year-old “baby” chick that spends her days with her parents in their 

costume shop, the Coop.  The shop’s one employee, Kelly, doubles as Chica’s nanny and the ensemble is 

rounded out with Bunji, a large floppy eared rabbit, and Stitches, a straw mannequin that sits in the window.  

In each episode Chica develops or encounters a problem that she cannot immediately resolve.  Usually her 

issues involve impulse control, distractibility, judgment, and inter-personal behaviors.  She and Kelly 

usually work on the problem through an adventure—a fantasy transformation to animation— where Bunji 

and Stitches come alive and join Chica and Kelly for the problem solving process.  The core educational 

content is primarily socio-emotional development as Chica learns how to express herself properly, think 

before she acts, and interact with others effectively.  She often learns that it takes hard work and practice to 

become proficient at different skills. 

 

Lazy Town encourages fitness and healthful habits for preschool children.  In the imaginary setting of Lazy 

Town, characters’ eating and fitness habits are linked to problem solving in their world.  The lead character 

is Stephanie, a young girl who guides the audience through the story as she and her friends (“human” 

puppets) and her Uncle (Mayor Milford Meanswell) navigate life within Lazy Town.  Robbie Rotten, the 

underground spy and influencer who personifies the ethos of Lazy Town, is determined to ruin the health 

and fitness practices of Stephanie and her friends.  When the kids have difficulty with Robbie Rotten, 

Sportacus (a gymnast/athlete prepared to answer any call for help) comes to the rescue from his home in a 

zeppelin-like aircraft that hovers over earth.  The underlying themes of Lazy Town stress the importance of 

eating “sports candy” (aka fruits and vegetables), always obtaining sufficient sleep, and going outside to 

engage in a wide range of physical activities that include playing games, competing athletically, and even 

building forts and play structures.   

 

Earth to Luna is a Brazilian animated series about 12 year old girl, Luna, who loves science and the 

outdoors.  There is nothing she doesn’t question, and she shares everything she learns with her little brother, 

Jupiter, her parents or her friend Alice, and Clyde, her pet ferret.  In each episode Luna and her brother 

develop questions about whatever they find curious, e.g., what goes on inside the snails’ shell?” or “Why 

does a firefly blink?”  In pursuit of answers, Luna, Jupiter and Clyde go off on an imaginary adventure to do 

their research.  They transform into the object or creature they are studying so they can personally 

experience the answers to their questions.  When the threesome is finished with the “field trip” Luna 

summarizes everything they have learned with a show and a song.   

 

Poppy Cat based on a book series by Lara Jones, models the use of imagination and storytelling to 

encourage creative thinking in viewers.  Each episode features the narrator Lara, reading a story about 

Poppy Cat, to her own cat (who is also named Poppy).  She weaves an exciting tale following her 

imagination, which leads her to distant lands reached by boat, plane, hot air balloon or train.  Each story 

features Poppy Cat as the leader of a group of animal friends, including the resident bully Egbert the badger, 

and other occasionally recurring characters.  A prevailing message emerges within each episode to be nice 

to your friends and always work together.  There remains an overarching implicit message within every 

episode as well; think creatively and exercise your mind through reading and storytelling – for these 

activities always lead to enjoyment and adventure. 

 

Tree Fu Tom is a live action/animated series about a little boy who lives in a rural area, and has a rich 

fantasy life in the woods behind his home.  Tom uses specific movements to summon up magic powers that 

permit him to morph into an animated hero and fly around in Treetopolis, the fantasy version of his woods.  
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While in Treetopolis, Tom and his friends, Ariella, Twigs, Squirmturn and Zigzoo will invariably run into a 

problem or disaster that needs fixing.  Tom calls upon the audience to practice original dance moves that 

will bring him “Big World” magic so he and his friends can resolve their challenge of the day.  Educational 

messages reinforce positive socio-emotional content, with examples that model:  being loyal to good 

friends, knowing how to ask for help, doing the right thing instead of what is convenient, making the effort 

to share rather than being selfish and relying on teamwork in order to accomplish a goal. 
 

3rd QUARTER 2015 EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES  

 

There will be one new show introduced during the 3rd Quarter, Ruff Ruff, Tweet, and Dave (RRTD).  This 

animated show puts an emphasis on logical thinking and use of language through fun problem solving 

adventures.  The trio, RRTD, is guided by Hatty, an erudite hamster who wears a hat full of questions.  The 

three characters agree that they would like to take a particular adventure and rev up their Roly-pods, enter 

the Spin-Again transport vehicle and arrive at their destination.  Once there, Hatty challenges them to make 

decisions and choose options that will lead to success or failure with their quest.  Once their mission is 

complete, they review their effort, assemble the Roly-Pods and head home.  Their adventures are varied.  

They might go climb a mountain, design their own fairy tale, or build a sand castle. 

 

2nd QUARTER 2015 SHOW SUMMARIES 

 

Astroblast is the space station and home of six animal characters in Bob Colar’s book series of the same 

name.  The space station is managed by an over-confident and exuberant commander, Comet the dog.  The 

crew includes, Sputnik the pig, a very knowledgeable reader; Haley, a rabbit, an athlete and Comet’s true 

peer; Radar, the monkey, who is somewhat self-involved; Jet, a silent alligator whose gestures and 

expressions are his mode of communication, and Sal, a congenial three-eyed octopus who runs the counter 

in the space station café, the Smoothie Shack.  While the space station supports the missions of a bizarre and 

diverse array of aliens, the Smoothie Shack is the hub of social interaction for the galaxy. There is always 

something happening at Astroblast and everyone on the crew has plenty to learn to keep the community 

happy and on an even keel. 

 

The Chica Show features a five-year-old “baby” chick that spends her days with her parents in their 

costume shop, the Coop.  The shop’s one employee, Kelly, doubles as Chica’s nanny and the ensemble is 

rounded out with Bunji, a large floppy eared rabbit and Stitches, a straw mannequin that sits in the window.  

Chica’s parents were formerly entertainers in the vaudeville tradition and they regale the audience with 

stories and songs from their theatrical past.  They enjoy and indulge Chica, who sometimes acts younger 

than her age and gets into all kinds of predicaments.  Kelly uses fantasy play to transform herself, Chica, 

Bunji and Stitches into animated characters in another universe, who are struggling with a problem similar 

to the one Chica experienced in the Coop.  Without fail, they find the problem can be solved and they carry 

that knowledge back to the Coop to use on another day.   

 

Lazy Town is a show featuring the importance of health, fitness, and being good friends.  Set in a fantasy 

world known as Lazy Town, which is populated by inactive residents, we meet a visitor named Stephanie 

who is determined to coax her friends and relatives into adopting a healthful, active life style.  She wins 

over her new friends, Ziggy, Stingy, Trixie and Pixel, convincing them to leave their gaming consoles and 

candy stashes at home so they can go outside and play.  She persuades her uncle, Mayor Milford 

Meanswell, and his friend Ms. Busy Body to support her efforts.  Robbie Rotten, who lives underground, 

and is determined to return Lazy Town to its former state of inactivity and quiet, constantly foils the 

characters’ efforts.  The athlete Sportacus lives in a zeppelin-like aircraft and receives signals from the kids 

or the Mayor whenever they need help.  He frequently comes to their rescue.  Sportacus has two goals, to 
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keep the peace and to promote healthful, positive living.  When Robbie Rotten is discovered and contained 

through comic pratfalls, he returns to his underground lair and all is well in Lazy Town, until another day 

and another time when Robbie will rise again.   

 

Earth to Luna is a series that stars big sister Luna and her little brother, Jupiter.  Luna teaches her brother 

through play and adventure that typically takes place in their backyard.  Science and experimentation are 

Luna’s forte but fun and music are always on the on the menu of activities.  Often the music provides 

compelling details about the scientific findings.  Luna’s friends, Alice and Tom, often join the kids.   Clyde, 

her pet ferret is ever-present and provides lots of comedic action.  And Luna’s parents are there to praise the 

children’s accomplishments which they reveal through a little vignette at the end of the story. 

 

Poppy Cat is based on the Poppy Cat’s Adventures book series authored and illustrated by Lara Jones. A 

narrator, also named Lara, reads a story to her cat in each episode.  This story stars the narrator’s own Poppy 

Cat, who envisions and takes his friends on imaginary adventures.  The friends are Zuzu, a Dalmatian who 

zips around on a skateboard; Alma, a southern belle bunny who is ultra-feminine and sweetly dramatic; Mo, 

a little mouse who tries his best to do as much as everyone else despite his size; Owl, the wise one who is 

prone to neck rolls and commentary when things irritate him or don’t make sense; and the grouchy Egbert, 

an arrogant and obnoxious badger who refuses to play with the group and invariably attempts to sabotage 

their adventures. Occasionally Hilda, a forgetful and ditzy pigeon who flies into their adventures, appears, 

says hello and provides misguided directions to the friends.  Once their mission is accomplished, the friends 

return to their little village and resume their cheerful, active lives.  At the conclusion of her story, Lara 

closes her book and says good-bye to Poppy Cat, who is usually ready for his nap. 

 

Tree Fu Tom focuses on the amazing adventures of a young boy called Tom who, with the power of ‘Big 

World’ magic that depends upon specific movements, can transform into a tiny but mighty magical super 

hero who travels to the wondrous enchanted kingdom of Treetopolis. During each program Tom calls upon 

the audience to follow his moves and send him the “Big World” magic he needs to solve the problem he and 

his friends are facing.  These friends include Ariella, a butterfly who is also a rancher and has rope lassoing 

skills; Twigs, an acorn sprite who folds himself into an acorn when he’s frightened; Squirmturn, a pill bug 

who looks like a large and imposing coal miner but is often timid and fearful; and Zigzoo, a green tree frog 

who is the resident genius inventor.  In each episode there are action adventure sequences that are key to 

resolving the challenge of the day. 

 
 

3rd QUARTER 2015 SHOW SUMMARIES 

 

Ruff Ruff, Tweet, and Dave [RRTD] is a preschool adventure/activity show where the lead characters 

travel to faraway lands to have adventures with their guide, a hamster named Hatty.  Ruff Ruff, the dog, is 

the most playful of the three; Tweet is a little bird who loves to fly and get creative with her suggestions; 

and Dave the Panda has a thing for bananas.  RRTD might go to the beach, or the mountains, or to strange 

lands with pillows everywhere; just the sort of place where imagination and logic come together.  The 

settings are always brightly colored and beautiful.  And their transport vehicles are Roly-pods, artful go-

carts that fit on a spiral ramp that folds in and out of the Spin-Again, a colorful round spinning top with 

special compartments designed to anchor each vehicle right on the outside rim during the journey. 
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“CORE PROGRAMMING” 

PROGRAMMING FURNISHED BY THE NBC NETWORK THAT IS SPECIFICALLY 

DESIGNED TO SERVE THE EARLY EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATIONAL NEEDS OF 

CHILDREN 16 AND UNDER 

[AGE TARGET 2-5] 

April 4, 2015 – June 27, 2015 

 

Airdate: 04/04/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

ASTROBLAST  

A BIRD IN THE HAND [EATB114DH] 

Sputnik and Comet learn about a rare bird species on TV. Sputnik sees the bird, but no one believes her. 

Since the bird can camouflage itself, it disappears every time she tries to show it to her friends. She doesn't 

let the disbelief discourage her and, after much persistence, she is able to show everyone the bird by luring it 

to a bowl of berries. Everyone is surprised when they see the bird.  When it eats the berries they all get a 

treat—witnessing the bird’s beautiful and rarely heard song! 

[Educational Message: You should not be discouraged from believing strongly in something, even 

when others don’t believe you. Persistence, cleverness, and creativity can enable you to open others' 

eyes to what they may have not seen before.] 

 

SURFIN’ SPACE SAFARI [EATB114DH] 

Following a welcome visit from Halley’s space surfing friends, Halley’s favorite surfboard “Nutrino” goes 

missing. Comet, who is inspired to solve a mystery due to the comic he is reading, offers to help. Comet 

accuses one of Halley’s surfer friends of taking her surfboard, and Sputnik warns him against jumping to 

conclusions. Sure enough, Comet and Halley figure out that it was not her friend who took her surfboard, 

but Sal in order to fix it.  

[Educational Message: When an important item is missing, you should not jump to conclusions 

regarding who took it.] 

 

Airdate: 04/04/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

THE CHICA SHOW  

CAN CHICA PLAY TOO? [ETCS203DH] 

Kelly’s cousin comes to the shop and they recount all their past memories together.  Chica is jealous and 

disruptive.  She then feels left out when Kelly and her cousin continue to have fun together; she wanted to 

play too. Kelly tells her that instead of interrupting, Chica could’ve joined in their fun.  On their fantasy 

adventure, Chica interrupts the bowling game by trying to change it into a clown game and blocks the alley 

with toys so no one else can bowl.  Kelly shows her how to play with the group as opposed to trying to 

change the game everyone else was playing. 

[Educational Message: When you want to join your friends in play participate in the game they are 

playing rather than trying to get everyone else to do things your way.] 

 

DETECTIVE CHICA [ETCS203DH] 

While Chica and her father go looking for a missing baby chick, they follow some clues—especially straw, 

but they could not find the baby chick. They are stumped and decide to continue looking tomorrow. On the 

fantasy adventure, Kelly loses her “diamond necklace” and enlists Detective Chica to assist her. When they 
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go up to Bunji’s castle and find a few loose diamonds in the main room they assume Bunji and Stitch are the 

thieves. A chase ensues and they end up in a closet where Stitch, the butler, found the necklace on the floor 

and used it as a chain for a light switch. Kelly and Chica realize they assumed the necklace was stolen when 

actually Kelly lost it and Stitch picked it up and used it as something else. They needed to look at the 

problem differently. When they return to the coop they realize that the straw clue was actually just the 

stuffing from the delivery box. They open the box and find the baby chick sitting at the bottom with more of 

the straw. 

[Educational Message:  When you run out of clues while looking for something, try to think of 

another direction the clues might point to for finding your lost item.] 

 

Airdate: 04/04/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

LAZY TOWN 

ROBOTICUS [ELZT301DH] 

When Sportacus saves the day again, Robbie Rotten orders a robot that is faster and stronger than Sportacus 

to be the town’s one and only superhero. While Sportacus retreats to get faster and stronger and regain his 

position, “Roboticus” and Robbie Rotten prevent the children from having playtime. The kids decide to 

challenge Roboticus as a team. During the challenge Roboticus uses many obstacles to cheat and prevent the 

kids from winning, while Robbie traps Sportacus underground so that he can’t join the kids’ team. Sportacus 

breaks free and joins the team.  The kids use teamwork and their wits to get through the race, with a little 

help from their true hero, Sportacus. When the kids and Sportacus win, Robbie Rotten’s role as Roboticus’ 

sponsor is revealed. 

[Educational Message:  When there is a challenge, you can work hard as an individual to prepare 

yourself and then as a team work together to succeed.] 

 

Airdate: 04/04/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

EARTH TO LUNA 

BUTTERFLY FEET [EETL101DH] 

Luna, her brother, and Clyde decide to follow a butterfly around. They observe the butterfly patting her feet 

and wonder what the purpose of this action is. After conducting an experiment, they make believe they are 

butterflies to learn more about the phenomenon. A few butterflies they encounter on their make believe 

adventure explain to them that they have receptors on their antenna and feet, so they can taste with their 

feet. They also share that they pollinate flowers with their feet to help them grow.  

[Educational Message: Butterflies taste with their feet, as they have receptors there. Also, pollen from 

flowers sticks to their feet, which helps it spread.] 

  

THE WAGGLE DANCE [EETL101DH] 

When Luna, Jupiter, and Clyde cannot find the honey, they decide to ask a honeybee for some honey. Luna 

observes a honeybee eating her slice of cake. Then, she notices some different bees enjoying the cake as 

well and wonders whether the first bee told the others about the delicious slice of cake. Luna, Jupiter, and 

Clyde make believe that they are honeybees, fly to the hive, and observe a bee telling his friends about the 

location of Luna’s cake by dancing. Luna and her friends call this “The Waggle Dance.” 

[Educational Message: There are alternate methods of communication besides speaking. Similar to 

the way that you communicate with movement in ballet, honeybees interact by dancing.] 
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Airdate: 04/04/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

POPPY CAT 

PICKLE SPRINGS [EPCT104DH] 

Alma brings everyone’s favorite treats for a picnic in the garden, but Mo develops the hiccups before he can 

finish his cheese. Owl tells them that the only working cure for hiccups is drinking pickle juice, so they 

travel to Pickle Springs to retrieve it. On the way, their car breaks down and Poppy and Zuzu stop to fix it. 

Just as they are finishing, Egbert (aka Baron von Speedster) arrives and insists that they follow him on a 

shortcut to Pickle Springs.  Although Egbert gets them lost, they are still able to find Pickle Springs, where 

Mo quickly drinks to cure his hiccups.  Before heading back to the garden, they decide to continue their 

delicious picnic in the car. 

[Educational Message: By working together as a team everyone was able to help a friend in need.] 

 

FLOWER POWER [EPCT104DH] 

Mo gets Alma perfume as a gift for helping him get over his fear of dandelion fluff.  Zuzu’s bouncy ball 

accidentally breaks the container her new gift spills. Poppy Cat suggests going to the Elephant Jungle to 

make new perfume out of lily dewdrops to replace it. In the Jungle, Egbert appears dressed as a Naughty 

Monkey and demands the group hand over all their supplies, including the airplane. Stranded, they meet 

Toby the Elephant in the jungle who takes them to the giant lily to make new perfume for Alma. Toby’s size 

intimidates Egbert and the group can head home to the garden with their plane, supplies, and Alma’s new 

perfume.   

[Educational Message: Sometimes when you are being bullied, having an imposing friend who can 

stand up to the bully will convince the bully to go away.] 

 

 

Airdate: 04/04/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

TREE FU TOM 

RANGER TOM, FUNGUS FINDER [ETFT211DH] 

Tom and Twigs are in a “scout troop” making an effort to earn a “Fungus Finder” badge.  The motto of the 

group is “a Tree Fu Ranger is ready for anything.”  However, Tom and Twigs did not prepare for the group 

expedition to find four important fungi.  Troop Leader Rickety makes them pull the heavy equipment 

wagon.  Because they lag behind the group, they miss out on some critical directions about leaving a trail to 

find their way home, how to set a trap, and worst of all they strip all of the emergency equipment off the 

wagon to lighten their load.  With one catastrophe after another, they realize their mistakes have put the 

group in danger.  When the troop is trapped and Rickety has been anesthetized from the yellow gas of a 

plant, Tom does his Tree Fu Magic to recover new emergency supplies, save his friends, and get back to 

their base camp.  Petal and Chez earn their Fungus Finder badge but Tom and Twigs get a badge for 

exceptional bravery.   

[Educational Message:  Preparation is important for a very significant reason – when you are not 

prepared you will make a lot of mistakes that put you in danger and could create a serious 

emergency.] 

 

Airdate: 04/11/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 
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ASTROBLAST 

HOW DO YOU GET TO THE CARNEGIE NEBULA? [EATB115DH] 

When Comet and his friends are all playing their instruments, Comet plays his clarinet badly. His friends 

emphasize the importance of practicing his instrument in order to improve. When the friends begin 

rehearsing for a concert they decide to put on, it becomes clear that Comet has not been practicing. He keeps 

getting distracted by a new basketball video game, which he has gotten quite good at over the course of the 

week due to his focus and practice. When the concert arrives, Comet is not able to participate because he did 

not practice his instrument. All is not lost, however, as his friends like the sound of the basketball game. 

Comet “plays” the basketball game in the concert. 

[Educational Message: When you aren’t good at something, you should practice to improve your 

skill.] 

 

SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMEONE BLUE [EATB115DH] 

Comet gets a new space pod and is obsessed with taking good care of it. He tells all of his friends that they 

are welcome to borrow it, as long as they follow his many rules for keeping it clean and functioning 

properly. Despite the fact that his friends try their best to follow his rules, he is disappointed that they don’t 

maintain the space pod exactly as he would. When his friends tell him that all of the rules dissuade them 

from wanting to borrow the space pod, Comet realizes that just because his friends don’t do everything just 

the way he does, they still respect it and try their best to take care of his new space pod.  

[Educational Message: When your friends borrow an item of yours, it is okay if they do not take care 

of it exactly the way you do, as long as they respect it.] 

 

Airdate: 04/11/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

BOCK-A-TOODLE-LOO CHICA [ETCS204DH]  

Chica wants to join her parents on a trip to their annual costume convention.  She begs them to take her, but 

they remind her of their agreement that she would happily stay with Kelly. They promise to come back right 

after the convention.  Chica is still sad and hides inside her parents’ luggage to go on the trip.  When she is 

discovered her parents tell her again that she cannot go.  They offer assurances that she will be fine with 

Kelly.  When Chica and Kelly go on their fantasy adventure, Chica is Stitch’s childcare provider, and 

discovers that it is possible for children to have fun with others when their parents aren’t around. She also 

realizes that when her parents will return she’ll be happy to see them, too.   

[Educational Message: When you make an effort to enjoy yourself while your parents are away you 

will find that it’s okay to have fun while missing them. That will make their return extra special and 

happy.]   

 

TWEET DREAMS CHICA [ETCS204DH] 

Chica stays up too late watching home movies of her very early childhood. Next day at the Coop, Chica is 

too sleepy to get any work done or to help anyone do their work.  During their fantasy adventure Kelly and 

Chica visit with Bunji who can work magic spells and wakes everyone up from their sleep.  He calls on 

them to stay awake and play but he can’t conjure a spell that will make the beds go away. When he finally 

manages make the beds disappear, Chica does a spell and the beds return to the room. Everyone goes to 

sleep as Bunji says:  “Tonight our magic was not our best, because we really needed some rest.”   

[Educational Message: Everyone needs an adequate amount of sleep every night.  Sleep recharges our 

batteries so we can be our best performer the very next day.]   
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Airdate: 04/11/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

LAZY TOWN 

LITTLE PINK RIDING HOOD [ELZT303DH] 

The kids are making Sportacus a “sports candy flyer” for “Surprise Day.” Just when Robbie Rotten is 

becoming discouraged about his plans to get rid of Sportacus, he observes the children’s plans and decides 

to take advantage.  While Stephanie is delivering the gift, Robbie Rotten, disguised as a wolf, trails her in 

order to plant a sugar apple. The flying camera the kids are testing crashes into Robbie Rotten but he 

manages to beat Stephanie to Sportacus.  Robbie then tricks Sportacus into eating the sugar apple. Sportacus 

has an immediate sugar crash.  Robbie disguises himself as Sportacus, but Stephanie is not fooled. She gets 

out of the air ship just in time, and she and the kids have to work together to get Sportacus back to normal to 

save the air ship.  They succeed and spoil Robbie Rotten’s plan once again. 

[Educational Message:  It is fun to surprise your friend with something they will like, and to work 

together to help your friend is even more rewarding.] 

 

Airdate: 04/11/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

EARTH TO LUNA 

TWINKLE TWINKLE LITTLE STAR? [EETL102DH] 

While looking at some stars in the night sky, Luna, Jupiter, and Clyde wonder why stars twinkle. Luna 

decides to ask Edison, a savvy solar-system mailman.  He tells her to conduct an experiment with a spoon 

and a cup of water. She discovers that the spoon appears to be bent in the water due to refraction. Luna, 

Jupiter, and Clyde make believe they are stars in the sky, where they learn that stars are actually round. 

They also find out that twinkling is a result of starlight changing direction as it travels through the Earth’s 

atmosphere.  

[Educational Message: Stars don’t twinkle. Their perceived twinkle is due to refraction, as their light 

changes direction as it hits the Earth’s atmosphere.] 

 

ON THE RINGS OF SATURN [EETL102DH] 

Jupiter suggests that he, Luna, and Clyde should investigate the “funny looking planet that likes to hoop 

dance,” which they later learn is Saturn. Luna wonders if it is possible to walk or skate on the rings of 

Saturn. After making a mini Saturn from Luna’s ball and some hoops, Luna, Jupiter, and Clyde make 

believe that they are planets and discover that Saturn’s rings are made of dust, rocks, and ice. Since the rings 

are not solid, Luna and her friends are not able to walk or skate on them.  

[Educational Message: Even though they look solid, Saturn’s rings are made of dust, rocks, and ice.] 
 

Airdate: 04/11/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

POPPY CAT 

ROYAL TOAD [EPCT105DH] 

It’s “Do Something Nice for Owl Day” and Poppy Cat and Mo are painting his portrait in celebration. Alma 

arrives with Siesel the Royal Toad who has gotten lost on his way to a royal wedding. The group promises 

to help him find his way to the wedding but Egbert persuades them to let him drive their carriage and breaks 

it. In despair, Siesel confesses that he is the one actually getting married and that he is embarrassed he 

cannot find his way. Poppy and her friends follow the sound of a wedding in the forest and bring Siesel to 
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the altar just in time. Siesel asks Owl to sing during the wedding (much to his delight) and the friends travel 

home in a fancy royal coach. 

[Educational Message: When you are lost, ask for directions to help find your way, don’t be 

embarrassed.] 

 

TRICKY CRICKET [EPCT105DH] 

Zuzu trades his favorite Chewy Bone for a singing cricket that sings all kinds of songs.  However he quickly 

realizes that it doesn’t sing with words like he thought. To help him the friends decide to find the special 

place where crickets sing.  During the search they run into Gilda who mentions Cricket Meadow and they 

decide to start the search there.  Egbert arrives and tries to confiscate the cricket.  Instead, he frightens the 

cricket and it disappears. Poppy suggests capturing some fireflies to use as light to find their way to the 

meadows. They find the cricket singing in Cricket Meadow and enjoy his lovely concert. 

[Educational Message: It’s good to find a special place where you feel comfortable.] 

 

Airdate: 04/11/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

TREE FU TOM 

DON’T GO GLOWY [ETFT212DH] 

Ariela’s new dog Glowy is great at finding bubble roots but she cannot be allowed to chew them because 

they will turn her into a Grimel—a monstrous large hound.  Since Glowy wasn’t successful at finding a root 

on her first 2 tries, Tom wants to try something different – his Big World Magic.  Ariela is set in her ways 

and does not want to try any of Tom’s Magic.  They start a competition to see who will be most successful 

at unearthing a bubble root.  While Tom and Glowy seem to arrive at a bubble root in equal time, Glowy’s 

unpredictable behavior creates big problems; she puts herself and Ariela in jeopardy by hanging from a cliff 

and eats the bubble root, turning into the monster Ariela feared.   Tom’s magic does save the day and Ariela 

agrees that it’s okay to try something new once in a while. 

[Educational Message:  Sometimes doing things the same old way is not best; it’s good to try 

something new if the old way is not likely to work.] 

 

Airdate: 04/18/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

ASTROBLAST 

WHO LET THE STUFFIE OUT? [EATB116DH] 

Upon returning from a trip, Halley tries to help Comet with his suitcase. They both refuse to let go of it and 

its contents are spilled all over the floor, revealing a cute and cuddly stuffed animal. Comet is embarrassed 

because he believes everyone will think stuffed animals are only for babies. Comet tries convince his 

friends, and himself, that his stuffed animal is tough and mature. Finally, Comet puts his stuffed animal in a 

box outside his bedroom and it accidentally gets recycled. It is then that he realizes how much he loves his 

stuffed animal and goes to find it. When he returns, it becomes clear that no one thought that stuffed animals 

were for babies. 

[Educational Message: Having an attachment to a toy from your infancy doesn’t mean you are still a 

“baby” and good friends shouldn’t make fun of you just because you do have “special little things.”] 

 

GAMGAM KNOWS BEST [EATB116DH] 

Sal’s grandmother “GamGam” is coming to visit the space station and everyone is excited because Sal 

always talks about her. When she finally arrives, everyone is surprised by how old she is. They take her on a 
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tour of the space station during which they continually underestimate her ability. When she accidently 

knocks over big, heavy boxes in the storeroom, Comet and Jet strongly suggest that she relax on a plush 

chair instead of trying to help them clean up the boxes. After watching as the Astroblast team fails to lift the 

boxes, GamGam performs a series of clever maneuvers to put the boxes away. It becomes clear that, just 

because GamGam is old, doesn’t mean she can’t get the job done! 

[Educational Message: Just because someone is older doesn’t mean that they can’t make a meaningful 

contribution to the completion of a task.] 

 

 

Airdate: 04/18/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

THE CHICA SHOW  

CHICASAURUS REX [ETCS205DH] 

A little boy comes to the shop and wants to be a dinosaur. Chica decides to design a special dinosaur 

costume of her own.  She comes into the shop with a great big costume and big noisy feet.  In her efforts to 

be a “terror” Chica knocks down her father’s just completed model farm.  It’s a total mess.  Plus, she 

defaced her grandfather’s boots to make the costume.  It really hurts her father’s feelings.  On the fantasy 

adventure, she designs a big tower that she really thinks is cool.  She asks for help building it, but when 

Bunji comes into the scene he immediately runs over and wants to knock it down. Chica is devastated and 

she now understands how her father must have felt when she ruined his farm.  She goes back to the Coop 

and cleans the boots that she defaced.   

[Educational Message: If you damage someone else’s property, you should make every effort to 

restore things to their original condition.] 

 

SAFARI CHICA [ETCS205DH] 

Jett brings in some fabulous African animal costumes.  While Chica and Kelly look for a missing costume, 

Mr. C passes out bananas for snack time.  Chica is upset because she can’t have more than one banana.  She 

even filches 5 bananas from Mr. C’s basket.  Her father takes them back and tells her (for the 3rd time) that 

the snacks are for everyone, and he will get something else for Chica.  Dejected, Chica joins Kelly for a 

fantasy adventure where they both are on the African Savannah.  There is a lovely pool of water that 

everyone wants to swim in, but Bunji comes in and uses up all the water splashing about not taking care to 

save some fun for the others.  Fortunately, there is an emergency water supply, and Kelly, Chica and 

Stitches really enjoy a nice swim in the pool.  Chica realizes that taking more than your share isn’t fair and 

volunteers to pass out snacks the next day. 

[Educational Message: Taking more than your share isn’t fair to others.] 

 

Airdate: 04/18/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

LAZY TOWN 

THE BLUE KNIGHT [ELZT304DH] 

Mayor Milford prepares to tell the story of the Blue Knight to prepare for the medieval festival, and the kids 

invite Robbie Rotten to listen. He rejects the invitation but listens in and decides to steal the storybook. 

Uncle Milford asks Sportacus to help with the festival, and he’s got to practice to be able to move in the 

heavy armor. Robbie Rotten decides he can disguise himself and invade the festival. Ziggy is upset because 

he cannot figure out what knights do. Uncle Milford tells him they are brave and are always helping others.  

Ziggy decides to be a helpful knight and help with the laundry, but the Blue Knight (Sportacus) has to save 
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him. The kids work together to capture the sword and save the festival from Robbie Rotten in his flying 

dragon. Ziggy is able to secure the sword and reminds himself to believe. The Blue Knight saves the day, 

and Ziggy is able to help. 

[Educational Message:  When you believe in yourself and practice and work hard, you can 

accomplish your goal.] 

 

Airdate: 04/18/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

EARTH TO LUNA 

BANANA SEEDS? [EETL103DH] 

When Luna, Jupiter, and Clyde realize that bananas don’t appear to have seeds, they decide to investigate 

how bananas grow. Luna hypothesizes that, since bananas don’t have seeds, that they must be the seeds. 

After unsuccessfully trying to plant a banana and its peel, Luna, Clyde, and Jupiter make believe that they 

are bananas and ask the banana tree how bananas grow without seeds. The banana plant informs Luna and 

her friends that one banana plant grows another banana plant, as small stems grow from larger stems 

(rhizomes) that then grow into banana plants.  

[Educational Message: Bananas do not grow from seeds, the plants multiply via its own roots.] 

 

THE TALE OF KALE [EETL103DH] 

Luna and Jupiter’s dad is cooking kale for lunch. They notice that the big bunch of kale they gave their dad 

drastically decreased in volume and they wonder why this happened. When the kale didn’t shrink during 

their experiment, Luna, Jupiter, and Clyde make believe that they are ingredients in the kitchen to 

investigate. Some kale leaves share with Luna that they are filled with water and that they wilt in the steam. 

An onion describes that this wilting is due to the leaves loosing water while cooking.  

[Educational Message: Kale leaves seem to magically disappear when cooked. However, they are 

really just wilting as the leaves lose water as they cook.] 
 

Airdate: 04/18/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

POPPY CAT 

TRUMPET TREES [EPCT106DH] 

Owl is making a scrapbook and everyone is helping find things to add to it.  When a beautiful leaf blows in 

Zuzu’s face, he accidentally breaks Mo’s trumpet.  Owl mentions that the leaf comes from Trumpet Tree 

Forest.  Poppy suggests taking an adventure to the forest to find more leaves and see about a new trumpet 

for Mo.  Egbert arrives and steals the Trumpet Tree leaf from Alma and bursts the hot air balloon. Poppy is 

able to safely land the balloon and they head off on foot.  With help from a Toad, they use a map to find the 

trees and have fun dancing to the music as Mo plays his new trumpet. 

[Educational Message: Sometimes things happen that can make it difficult for you to achieve your 

goals, but if you persevere and are creative things just might work out.] 

 

MARSHMALLOW MINES [EPCT106DH] 

The power goes out right as Poppy and her friends see Rocket Cat in trouble on the television.  They decide 

to take the rocket ship to his location to help him out.  When they arrive, Egbert is already there and 

captures them to work in his Marshmallow Mines.  When Marshmallow crème begins to pour from the 

walls, Egbert leaves them trapped and escapes using Rocket Cat’s magnet boots.  Mo suggests that they step 

in the sticky crème and use their sticky feet to escape the mine.  They discover Rocket Cat trapped under 
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some rocks and they rescue him. Poppy Cat and her friends drop Rocket Cat off at his house and head back 

to the garden as heroes. 

[Educational Message: By using their imagination, the friends are able to find solutions to their 

problems.] 

 

Airdate: 04/18/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

TREE FU TOM 

SQUIZZLE QUEST [ETFT101DH] 

Twigs shows the friends how to play a game with his family’s boomerang-like squizzle toy.  The friends 

learn to play squizzle but Twigs isn’t confident that he can make a difficult throw.  Sure enough, they lose 

the toy deep in the slimy weeds where they are afraid to go because of the dreaded Rickety McGlum, a 

spider rumored to be very frightening.  Tom draws upon his magical powers to advance the search. When 

they keep getting stuck in slime they realize they can use the goo to stop the quivering squizzle toy.  They 

use the magic to grow the slime shooters and retrieve the Squizzle.  Then the frightening Rickety 

approaches and the friends realize he is actually a very kind spider.  They apologize for excluding him based 

on the scary rumors and all work together to help give Twigs the confidence he needs to make the difficult 

squizzle toss. He even uses it to save Zigzoo who has gotten trapped by a major slime shoot. 

[Educational Message:  Sometimes the things you are told are not true, like someone saying you can’t 

do something because you are too small, or that something is terrible and scary.  Give yourself and 

others a chance and you may be surprised with a good outcome.] 

 

Airdate: 04/25/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

ASTROBLAST  

LIGHTS OUT [EATB117DH] 

Comet, Halley, Jet, Radar, Sputnik, and Sal are all up playing a game. Everyone except Comet and Halley 

get tired and decide to go to sleep. Comet and Halley stay up and play the game for as long as they can. 

When Comet and Halley wake up the next morning, everyone is already up and preparing the Smoothie 

Shop for business. Halley and Comet are unable to focus and be productive and they cause some damage to 

the shop. They fall asleep while getting their photos taken, and basically sleep through a magic show. When 

they are finally able to get some sleep, they vow to go to sleep earlier to avoid missing any other days. 

[Educational Message: It is critical to get enough sleep; if you don’t get enough rest, you will be 

unable to function at full capacity.] 

 

SHOES BLUES [EATB117DH] 

Jet loves the shoes he has had since he was younger. His shoes begin to malfunction and his friends notice 

that they are too small for him. They continuously attempt to convince him that he needs new shoes, but Jet 

refuses. His friends realize that Jet loves his shoes so much because they remind him of the when they 

opened the Frosty Star Café. They all resolve to make a new memory and all get shoes commemorating the 

third anniversary of the Frosty Star. Jet loves his new shoes and realizes the importance of getting shoes that 

fit. 

[Educational Message: You should get new items of clothing when you need them, despite your 

attachment to your old clothing.] 
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Airdate: 04/25/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

LIGHTS! CAMERA! CHICA! [ETCS206DH] 

Chica is in charge of making a commercial for the Coop.  However, Chica’s parents and Kelly go overboard 

making the commercial and the main product they were displaying for the commercial blows up.  Then Mr. 

and Mrs. C and Kelly realize that they didn’t listen to Chica’s ideas nor did they help her by their behavior 

when they were filming.  On their fantasy adventure, the crew comprised of Kelly, Bunji and Stitches 

doesn’t cooperate and “their movie” is almost ruined.  When they follow Chica’s direction the scene is a 

success.   

[Educational Message:  When you are working with others on a project or even on a game, if nobody 

listens, things will fall apart.  But when everyone listens and works together, usually the job gets 

done.] 

 

STAR STRUCK CHICA  [ETCS206DH] 

A famous actress, Sasha Velson, comes to the Coop.  Everybody is so star struck that they get in the way of 

everything Ms. Velson wants to do.  Later Mrs. C chastises Chica because her attention seeking behavior 

was getting in Ms. Velson’s way.  In the fantasy adventure, Chica plays a very famous golfer who is 

interrupted by an avid fan.  Finally when it’s time for Chica to try her final shot, she tells the fan, that she 

needs quiet in order for her to succeed with this critical shot.  The fan agrees and Chica hits a winning shot 

in the golf game. 

[Educational Message:  It is important not to interrupt another person so they can concentrate and 

their work can be completed.]  

 

Airdate: 04/25/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

LAZY TOWN 

SCAVENGER HUNT [ELZT305DH] 

The kids are Scouts and can earn badges going on a scavenger hunt to clean up the town and bring their 

finds to the recycling center.  As Uncle Milford, who is their Scoutmaster, gets ready to distribute the 

scavenger hunt cards he slips on a loose skateboard requiring a rescue by Sportacus.  The ruckus from the 

rescue wakes Robbie Rotten from his nap and this sets in motion a sabotage of the scavenger hunt.  The kids 

are sent off to look for chocolate cake, which they devour and end up with a sugar crash.  In the meantime 

Sportacus and Robbie Rotten have both fallen into an underground recycling pit designed to crush 

recyclables.  Though Sportacus is able to toss Robbie Rotten out of the pit, the kids have to eat sports candy 

(apples and carrots) and work like a coordinated team to save Sportacus from the crusher.  They all 

recognize the benefit they got from their food fuel and their teamwork in saving their Superhero Sportacus.  

[Educational Message:  Working together as a team, and using healthy foods and exercise, you can 

accomplish your goals.] 

 

Airdate: 04/25/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

EARTH TO LUNA 

HOW WATER BECAME RAIN? [EETL104DH] 
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When Luna and Jupiter’s mom warns them not to drink all the water because then there would be no rain, 

they wonder how water turns into rain. To investigate, they leave a cup of water in the yard to see if a rain 

cloud would form over it. After observing that some of the water is gone, Luna, Jupiter, and Clyde make 

believe that they are drops of water to see what happened to the water in the cup. They discover that the sun 

turns water into water vapor, then into a cloud, and then into rain. After that, the cycle starts all over again. 

[Educational Message: The heat from the sun turns water into vapor. The vapor turns into clouds, 

and then into rain.] 

 

THAT JUST RAINED SMELL [EETL104DH] 

Luna exclaims that she loves how it smells after it rains; this leads her to question where this smell comes 

from. Luna hypothesizes that the smell has something to do with worms and creates and experiment to test 

whether or not the smell comes from the worm. After this experiment, Clyde communicates that the smell 

comes from the wet dirt. Luna, Jupiter, and Clyde make believe that they are radishes to find out more. A 

worm explains to them that the just-rained smell is a result of the microbes that release a smell into the dirt 

and when it rains this smell is released into the air.  

[Educational Message: The “just rained” smell results from microbes in the dirt that releases a smell. 

The rain releases this scent into the air.] 
 

Airdate: 04/25/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

POPPY CAT 

JUNGLE BUTTERFLY [EPCT107DH] 

Alma finds a chrysalis in the garden and everyone arrives just in time to see it transform into a Jungle 

Butterfly.  They decide to travel to the jungle to return it to its home, but Egbert tries to steal their butterfly 

with his net.  All of Egbert’s meddling causes him to poke a hole in their hot air balloon and he runs off just 

as a gorilla approaches.  Poppy and her friends discover that the net Egbert was using turned out to be made 

of a sock belonging to the gorilla.  When they return it to him he helps them find Flutterby Falls so that they 

can return the butterfly to its home.  When it is time to go home, the butterflies help carry the balloon back 

to the garden. 

[Educational Message: By helping others and doing good deeds, you may find that you will get help 

from others when you need it most.] 

 

SPACE RACE [EPCT107DH] 

Mo brings jellybeans to share with everyone, but Zuzu thinks they are so delicious he takes a second one 

before Mo gets a chance to try them.  Owl suggests that they visit the planet Ring-O-Beans because that is 

where the best jelly beans come from.  In space they find a planet surrounded by rings made of millions of 

jellybeans and decide to get some for Mo since he shared his with them.  Egbert arrives before they can get 

the jellybeans and offers to race around the planet in exchange for access to the jellybeans.  Poppy wins, but 

not before Egbert accidentally detaches the rocket from its anchor.  Poppy and her friends save the ship as 

Mo quickly collects jellybeans to eat on the rocket ship during the travels home. 

[Educational Message: When sharing treats, be sure everyone has been served before taking seconds.] 

 

Airdate: 04/25/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

TREE FU TOM  

HIDE AND SQUEAK [ETFT102DH] 
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The friends divide into teams to play hide and seek inside a huge and amazing tree in Treetopolis.  They 

experience incredible challenges, like treequakes, sap blocks, and even fear of the dark.  They must use 

movement magic to overcome the environmental challenges.  But it takes a lot of encouragement to 

overcome the emotional challenge of fearing the dark.  Ariela and Zigzoo are trapped at the very bottom of 

the tree.  Squirmtum is the logical one to lead the rescue because he knows the tunnels inside the tree.  With 

encouragement from his friends Squirmtum finds the courage to search in the dark.  Squirmtum successfully 

finishes the mission on his own. 

[Educational Message:  You can help a friend overcome his fears by encouraging him and building on 

his individual strengths.] 

 

Airdate: 05/02/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

ASTROBLAST 

SHAPE UP [EATB118DH] 

A super fit exercise enthusiast names Snerd visits the space station ands asks the gang to be in his exercise 

video, to which they excitedly agree. In order to prepare their bodies for the video, Snerd gives them a series 

of physical tasks. Radar lazily uses gadgets to make the exercises easier. His friends try to convince him that 

he is not going to receive the wonderful benefits of exercising if he takes shortcuts. Radar continues to use 

the gadgets and, when it comes time to record the video, Snerd forbids him from using the gadgets. Radar 

gets very tired and realizes he would not be as exhausted if he had trained correctly. He uses the exercise 

video to get in shape.  

[Educational Message: You should not try to take shortcuts in order to make things easier; when you 

do, you are doing yourself a disservice and not receiving the full benefits of the activity.] 

 

PUZZLE HUNT [EATB118DH] 

When the Astroblast crew had to cancel their picnic due to rainy weather, Sal gives them a mystery box. 

When they open the box, they discover a timer and a clue. They face a series of puzzles they must solve in 

order to get to the next puzzle. Their final task is to catch a wild space pineapple. When they succeed, they 

find themselves in an empty room. When the timer runs out, they return to the Frosty Star where Sal has set 

up a picnic.  

[Educational Message: Solving a mystery can be a fun way to spend a rainy afternoon.] 

 

Airdate: 05/02/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

CHICA BUGS OUT [ETCS207DH] 

Chica sees a bug while tending some plants in the garden.  She freaks out because the bug is “creepy.”  

Though her parents attempt to teach her to be tolerant and not afraid of bugs, it hasn’t impacted Chica; she 

is still afraid.  She squeals and runs inside begging Kelly to rescue her.  On their fantasy adventure, Kelly 

and Chica go to a wooded area, where everyone is dressed in a bug costume.  Each “bug” demonstrates his 

or her particular talent.  Stitch is an ant, Kelly is a lightening bug, Chica is a spider and Bunji is a honeybee.  

Chica doesn’t think spiders have appreciable talent.  She learns that spiders eat mosquitoes, which is VERY 

important.  When they return to the shop, Chica decides to call bugs “cool crawlies.”  Kelly explains that 

Chica doesn’t have to play with the spiders and bugs, but she should leave them alone to do their work.   

[Educational Message: Many bugs, worms, and spiders do very important work for our gardens and 

help plants and animals grow.]  
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CHICA’S PARADE [ETCS207DH] 

Several people are in the shop preparing for a Spring Time Surprise Parade.  Kelly is making a float.  Chica 

tells Kelly it won’t take her anytime to make a float.  She decides she wants to have a float made right 

before the parade begins.  Mrs. C, Mr. C and Kelly each build their own float and Chica comes out hauling a 

cardboard box.  Kelly finds out that Chica really is embarrassed about her float. On their fantasy adventure 

they attempt a project without a plan. After two failed efforts, that they decide to follow Chica’s plan and 

the tasks she has assigned to each person.  The final product is strong and beautiful.   

[Educational Message:  When you have a project like building something you have to have a plan and 

follow that plan.] 

 

 

Airdate: 05/02/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

LAZY TOWN  

BREAKFAST AT STEPHANIE’S [ELZT306DH] 
Pixel invents an invisinator so that he can play video games without being interrupted.  He hasn’t slept, 

drunk water or eaten healthfully for two days.  Ziggy steals the invisinator helmet and escapes outside.  He 

bumps into Robbie Rotten who steals the helmet.  Robbie Rotten wants to be invisible so he can do silly 

things that will make Sporticus look bad. Robbie manages to trick Sportacus, and the kids think he has been 

hurt and needs their help.  They invite Sportacus over for a healthy breakfast and Sportacus feels great.  

Invisible, Robbie Rotten is able to make Sporticus mess up his signature move. Sportacus goes back to his 

gym to practice his moves.  The kids decide they should figure out who has the invisinator and get it back.  

Pixel prints a picture that shows a plan to embarrass the mayor and get Sportacus banned from Lazy Town.  

They send a message up to Sportacus to save Uncle Milford and identify the invisible thief – none other 

than Robbie Rotten!  

[Educational Message:  To be your best and do your best it is important to eat a healthy breakfast, 

drink lots of water, and get plenty of sleep.] 

 

Airdate: 05/02/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

EARTH TO LUNA 

MARTIANS, MARTIANS, MARTIANS [EETL105DH] 

When Jupiter asks questions about Mars, Luna explains to him how the solar system works. Luna and 

Jupiter wonder if there really are Martians on Mars. Luna resolves that they should use her telescope to look 

for Martians on the red planet. When they don’t see any, they make believe that they are rockets and go to 

Mars. They run into a mars rover named Curiosity who informs them that there is no known life on Mars 

and teaches them that Mars is a freezing desert with no air. He also explains that Mars is red, but sometimes 

looks green.  

[Educational Message: Mars has two moons and all its water is frozen, due to its extremely low 

temperature. No life on Mars has been found.] 

 

SHOOTING STARS [EETL105DH] 

After Luna sees a shooting star, she asks Clyde and Jupiter to help her find it in their backyard. While they 

are looking, they wonder why stars fall and where they land. They spread pots, pans, and buckets all around 

the yard to catch the falling stars. When this doesn’t work, they pretend that they are shooting stars in the 
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sky and, unexpectedly, they turn into rocks. Some other shooting stars explain that they turn from asteroids 

into meteoroids and then into meteors (shooting stars). Luna, Clyde, and Jupiter also discover that as the 

shooting stars fall, they break up into pieces of dust. 

[Educational Message: The phenomena we call shooting stars are not stars, but meteors. As they fall 

through the sky, they break into pieces of dust.] 

 

Airdate: 05/02/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

POPPY CAT 

GOLDEN GUITAR [EPCT109DH] 

Owl has a new baton that leads an orchestra, so everyone decides to join him and play an instrument.  When 

Zuzu brings a guitar, Poppy Cat politely suggests that he should practice or find a new guitar before joining 

the orchestra. Owl mentions the golden guitar and the friends leave in search of it for Zuzu. In the Desert of 

the Crazy Sun they find a golden pyramid but it has no entry.  Egbert is there and trades very sour lemonade 

for Alma’s tambourine.  Egbert accidentally uncovers the entrance and everyone finds new golden 

instruments to play in the orchestra within the pyramid.  

[Educational Message: Music is made when several people practice and work as a team using 

different instruments.] 

  

MYSTERY GIFT [EPCT109DH] 

Alma is teaching everyone a new dance on a very hot day.  When they take a rest in the shade, a mysterious 

gift falls to the ground.  They discover that is a birthday gift for someone named Opie.  Since the gift 

contains 8 flippers and only 1 mask they conclude Opie must be an octopus.  Poppy Cat and her friends take 

and trip to the Salty Sea to find Opie and deliver his birthday present.  Egbert appears and offers to take 

them to Opie’s home but gets them lost in circles.  Poppy hears music coming from a sunken ship nearby 

and they go inside to find Opie and his mother.  To thank them for bringing the gift they invite them to stay 

and celebrate. 

[Educational Message: By using your imagination and problem solving skills it is possible that you’ll 

able to make someone very happy.] 

 

Airdate: 05/02/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

TREE FU TOM 

MAY THE BEST BERRY WIN [ETFT103DH] 

The day has arrived for the annual berry contest in Treetopolis.  Ariela always wins, but today her 

chuckleberry has been destroyed by the Mushas.  When she catches the Mushas she makes them use the 

magic size machine to restore the berry to its normal large size.  But she also gets greedy and decides to 

have it made even bigger.  They lose control of the growing berry and have use the “magic-size-a-scope” to 

avert a major catastrophe.  Ariela loses because of her greed. She then discovers that the Mushas, Stink, and 

Puffy cheated by entering a fake chuckleberry in order to win. She reveals the scam and the cheaters are 

brought to justice. 

[Educational Message:  You are most likely to lose something whenever you cheat and it is always 

more satisfying to win a competition fair and square.] 

 

Airdate: 05/09/2015 

Time: 
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Duration: 23:00 

ASTROBLAST 

I LOVE A PARADE! SOMETIMES… [EATB119DH] 

Comet tells all of his friends that they would have the opportunity to build a float for the upcoming build-

your-own-float parade. Everyone is excited and they get to work right away. Comet, who has the idea to 

build a giant smoothie float, refuses to make a plan despite Sputnik’s suggestions to do so.  Without a plan, 

the Astroblast team has no direction and therefore isn’t able to complete a float. Bob, who is one of their 

customers and who has a lot of experience building floats, helps the team make and execute a plan. They are 

able to complete a float and even win a prize at the parade. 

[Educational Message: When faced with a task, you should make a plan so that you can complete 

your task effectively and efficiently.]  

 

RADAR SLEEPS OVER [EATB119DH] 

Comet is getting ready to spend the weekend at his cousins’ house. He is excited until Sputnik, Halley, and 

Comet casually mention how long he is going to be gone and how different everything is going to be. He 

procrastinates, hides, and makes excuses for not leaving. Finally, Comet finds Radar and gives him a pep 

talk. Despite still being a little reluctant, Radar leaves. He ends up having a great time with his cousins, 

though when he returns, he is happy to be home with all his friends.  

[Educational Message: You should not let a fear of change get in the way of trying new things and 

having fun.] 

 

Airdate: 05/09/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

CHICA’S CHECKLIST [ETCS208DH] 

Chica is supposed to be sorting shoes when Jett comes in with a periscope.  Chica is fascinated by the 

periscope and stops doing her work.  When Kelly realizes that Chica isn’t actually getting her chores 

completed, Jett figures out where Chica is lurking with the periscope.  Mr. and Mrs. C stress that Chica 

needs to finish all the chores on her checklist which makes Chica a bit unhappy.  While on their fantasy 

adventure Kelly and Chica are out with Stiches and Bunji on a submarine.  Chica announces that they are 

supposed to find a giant undersea squid, but the hatch must be fixed and the propeller attached before they 

can explore.  Bunji and Stitch play instead of doing their chores, so the sub takes on water and has no 

propulsion as they make a descent to the deep.  They have to avert a disaster and finish those chores.  

Afterwards, they manage to find a giant squid before they return home. 

[Educational Message:  Always complete your work before taking time to play.  That way, you’ll 

always be able to find the things you need to do your work (or even just have fun) and you’ll find 

them in good working order.]  

 

TIPPY TOP CHICA [ETCS208DH]  

Chica feels bad because she is small.  She is too short to reach up high to get her father’s wig.  She tries on a 

pair of really long wings to try and reach long distances.  But she and her father knock over things with the 

fake wings.  Chica’s father tells her they will both have to get help to reach things that are way up high or 

too far out of reach.  On their fantasy adventure, Kelly formulates a potion that makes all four of the group 

grow really tall.  Stiches and Kelly don’t like being really big.  So Chica tries another potion and it makes 

them really small.  Chica suggests blending the two liquids will make each of them just the right size for 

who they are.  Back at the store when Kelly can’t reach over the counter, Chica walks right under the ledge 

to pick up a missing object.  Chica was just the right size after all. 
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[Educational Message:  We cannot control how big or small we are, but we can find an advantage to 

being any size or any height. That will help us be happy about who we are.]  

 

Airdate: 05/09/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

LAZY TOWN 

CHEF ROTTENFOOD [ELZT308DH] 

Uncle Milford loves to cook, but he needs some serious help.  The kids order a cookbook for him; it teaches 

cooking step-by-step with healthful ingredients.  Robbie decides he can cook too, and plans to open a 

restaurant so that everyone will be lazy and stop cooking.  When Chef Pablo Fanastico opens a restaurant 

nearby everyone is excited.  They ask him to help Uncle Milford prepare a special dish for Miss Busybody.  

Robbie Rotten kidnaps Chef Fantastico and disguises himself as the instructor, making very unhealthy 

meals.  Sportacus rescues the captured chef, and they reveal Robbie Rotten as the imposter through a cook-

off! 

[Educational Message:  Cook with healthful ingredients and follow directions step-by-step to make 

healthy, delicious meals.] 

 

Airdate: 05/09/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

EARTH TO LUNA 

AS THE BREAD RISES [EETL106DH] 
Luna and Jupiter are at their friend Newton’s bakery, where they learn that bread roll dough turns into 

bread. The two wonder how exactly the sticky dough transforms into fluffy bread. Newton gives them 

instructions to an experiment that will help them understand how dough becomes bread. Luna, Clyde, and 

Jupiter make believe that they are bread rolls to learn more about the baking process. Another bread roll 

teaches them that rest is essential to the dough growing process.  During this rest time the yeast eats the 

sugar in the dough, which produces gas the bubbles that make the bread fluffy.  

[Educational Message: Yeast causes bread to rise. Yeast eats the sugar in bread dough, causing it to 

produce gas bubbles, which makes the bread grow.] 

 

THE SINKING GRAPE [EETL106DH] 

 Luna and her family are at the lake, where Luna and Jupiter observe that their orange floated and their 

grape sank. Luna wonders how something so big floated, and how something so little sank. Luna fills up a 

small pool to test which of a variety of fruits sink and which float. They make believe that they are fruit in 

the pool. The apple informs them that neither size nor weight determines whether something sinks or not; 

density controls what floats and what sinks. 

[Educational Message: Density, not weight or size, determines whether something will sink or float in 

water.] 
 

Airdate: 05/09/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

POPPY CAT 

MOON MUSEUM [EPCT110DH] 

Mo has a suitcase full of his special things and everyone thinks that it is so special it should be put in a 

museum.  Poppy and her friends decide to take an adventure to the Moon to set up the museum since the 
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moon is Mo’s favorite place.  Mo sets up everything inside the playhouse as a surprise, but the low gravity 

causes everything to float in the air.  When Egbert arrives to shut down their museum, he accidentally 

breaks the roof and sends all of Mo’s things floating into outer space.  Everyone jumps to collect Mo’s 

things and return them back to his museum for display.  When they are finished they return home and 

promise to visit the new museum again soon.   

[Educational Message: Museums are places where you see important or valuable paintings or 

collections of things.] 

 

STARRY NIGHT [EPCT110DH] 

Poppy Cat and her friends have decided to go camping and Alma has made sleeping bags for everyone.  On 

the way, Zuzu confesses to Poppy that he did not want to go camping because he is scared of the dark.  

Everyone decides to play hide and seek, leaving Zuzu alone to find them and he is his terrified.  During the 

game, Egbert leaps from the bushes and scares Zuzu away so Poppy, Alma, Owl and Mo go off in search of 

him.  When they find Zuzu, they remind him that he was brave when he ran through the dark forest all by 

himself.  Zuzu realizes that he has nothing to fear and enjoys the rest of the trip. 

[Educational Message:  If you practice doing something that makes you fearful, you will realize that 

there really was nothing to be afraid of.] 

 

Airdate: 05/09/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

TREE FU TOM 

ZIG ZOO THE ZERO [ETFT104DH] 

The friends are planting “trillie trees” (dandelions) so that they can make delicious “trillie cakes.”  Zigzoo 

brings his latest invention – a mega-speedy planter.  When it goes out of control, Zigzoo decides to give up 

entirely with his inventions.  While he is feeling down, the other friends must use some magic and common 

sense to solve some of the problems on the ranch, but they ultimately encourage Zigzoo to learn from his 

mistakes and keep trying because they need his mechanical inventions to save the day. 

[Educational Message:  It is important to learn from your mistakes and failures.  Don’t give up.  

Persistence will pay off and you will improve with subsequent efforts.] 

 

Airdate: 05/16/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

ASTROBLAST  

STOP BOOGING ME [EATB120DH] 

Everyone is preparing for the health inspector to come evaluate the café. Comet is excited to bring his new 

pets, called “Veesel Boogs,” into the café.  Everyone is immediately disgusted. They strongly suggest that 

Comet put the “Boogs” where the health inspector cannot see them. Comet emphasizes the cleanliness and 

usefulness of his pets, but none of his friends listen. When the “Boogs” get out of their cage, a small panic 

ensues. Just when the inspector is about to leave, he sees the “Boogs” and remarks how clean and useful 

they are. Comet’s friends apologize for jumping to conclusions and not taking the time to learn about his 

new pets. 

[Educational Message: You should not jump to conclusions about new things; you should take the 

time to learn about them, you may be surprised by what you discover.] 

 

JUST PEACHY [EATB120DH] 
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Sputnik brings a giant peach from her peach tree into the café. The sight of it delights everyone. Sputnik 

puts it on display in the café so everyone can enjoy it. The peach, however, goes missing. Sputnik assumes 

someone must have stolen it and launches an investigation.  He determines that whoever took it would smell 

like peaches. Thanks to Radar’s “Smellbot,” they identify three suspects that smell like peaches. Despite 

Sal’s warning to gather all information before making accusations, Sputnik tries to pin the theft on the three 

suspects. It turns out that Jet was guarding the peach the whole time and Sputnik resolves never to jump to 

conclusions again. 

[Educational Message: When something is missing, you should gather all the information before 

making accusations. 

 

Airdate: 05/16/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

CHICA’S TASTY TREAT [ETCS209DH] 

Allie, a customer, comes in wanting a chef’s costume.  At the same time Jett brings in a basket full of fruits.  

One of them is a longan, which tastes somewhat like a grape.  Chica doesn’t want to taste the fruit but Allie 

tells her that new tastes are great.  On their fantasy adventure, Chica and Stitch are contestants on a cooking 

competition where Kelly is the judge.  Dragon fruit is one ingredient choice and Kelly lets it be known she 

doesn’t think she likes dragon fruit.  Chica’s perseveres and creates a dragonfruit smoothie.  Kelly takes a 

sip to be courteous and as she savors it, declares that she LOVES IT.  Chica wins the competition. 

[Educational Message:  Trying new food can be tasty and fun.  Always be open to a new taste 

experience.  You might find that you really like a new fruit or prepared dish.] 

 

CHICA’S SENSE-SATIONAL DAY [ETCS209DH] 

The group is playing a game in the coop where a blindfolded participant listens carefully to guess where 

each player is standing.  Shortly after the game is over a new customer, Jimmy, who is blind, comes into the 

store.  Though he cannot see, Jimmy uses all his other senses--smell, hearing, taste, and touch to figure out 

what’s in his environment. Using his sense of touch, Jimmy selects a captain’s hat for his costume.  Kelly 

and Mr. and Mrs. C blindfold Chica so she can use all her senses to discover where they are in the Coop.  

Chica was not successful in locating anyone with her first try, so when she and Kelly go on their fantasy 

adventure, they are on a sailboat where they use their senses to identify the smell of fish, the warmth of the 

sun, the wind in their hair, the sound of the foghorn which guides them back to shore.   

[Educational Message:  Our five senses are very important to us and if we lost one, such as sight, our 

other senses can be developed to help guide us through the world.]  

 

Airdate: 05/16/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

LAZY TOWN 

WHO’S WHO? [ELZT309DH] 

Everyone is learning to dance, but Trixie is afraid she’ll mess up and that everyone will laugh at her.  

Stephanie shows her some moves and encourages her to practice.  Robbie Rotten wants to stop all the 

dancing, and makes a life-size Stephanie-puppet to try to trick everyone.  When Stephanie joins Sportacus to 

save Uncle Milford and Miss Busybody, the Stephanie-puppet arrives and is rude and upsets everyone.  

They have to determine who is the real Stephanie, and so they host a dance-off.  Stephanie decides to quit 

after Robbie tells her that the fake Stephanie is sad.  They all know there is only one person who would 

behave so kindly and with such self-confidence:  the real Stephanie. 
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[Educational Message:  Always be true to yourself, and your friends will know the real you and not be 

deceived by the actions of others.] 

 

Airdate: 05/16/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

EARTH TO LUNA 

REACHING THE RAINBOW [EETL107DH] 

Luna and Jupiter’s friend Tom is over playing music. He tells them how rainbows come out when it is sunny 

and raining at the same time. When Jupiter attempts to catch a color in the rainbow, they wonder what 

causes rainbows. To investigate, Luna decides to make a rainbow with a sprinkler. When this doesn’t work, 

they pretend that they are raindrops in the sky. A raindrop teaches them that rainbows result from sunbeams 

passing through the raindrops as they fall. 

[Educational Message: A rainbow is composed of raindrops. Light from the sun passes through them, 

creating a rainbow.] 

 

WHEN YELLOW MET BLUE [EETL107DH] 

While Luna is painting, her yellow sun in her blue sky turned green; she wonders how this happened. She 

tries to recreate the painting and discovers that when yellow and blue mix, it turns green. To further test this, 

she unsuccessfully attempts to turn a blue toy duck green with yellow paint. Luna, Jupiter, and Clyde make 

believe that they are in the painting and ask the sun why it came out green. The sun informs them that since 

they yellow and blue paint was wet, they mixed to make green. The primary colors further demonstrate how 

they make new colors when their pigments mix.  

[Educational Message: Yellow, red, and blue are primary colors. When these pigments mix, they 

make a new color.] 
 

Airdate: 05/16/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

POPPY CAT 

CASTLE QUEEN [EPCT112DH] 

Alma builds a castle so she can be queen, but Zuzu accidentally breaks it.  Poppy and her friends go on an 

adventure to find a real castle for Queen Alma.  While travelling in the hot air balloon they discover a castle 

for Alma along the beach.  Egbert arrives dressed as "Chef Lobster" and invites them to his restaurant.  

During the nasty meal, they notice that the tide is coming in.  Everyone works together to save the castle for 

Alma by building a moat around it.  Alma manages to climb to the top of her castle and graciously appoints 

Poppy Cat as the real Queen for always having the best ideas. 

[Educational Message: Being a leader is not about telling people what to do, it is a team effort. Always 

treat your friends with respect.] 

SHOOTING STAR [EPCT112DH] 

While Poppy and her friends are looking at the stars Alma uses Mo's fan but it stops working.  As Mo asks 

Poppy to help fix it, he distracts her and she misses wishing on the shooting star.  They decide to go to space 

so she can find another shooting star and get the wish she missed.  Egbert shows up dressed as Captain 

Clean and orders everyone to stop their dirty rocket ship.  He breaks their engine when it fills with bubbles 

so Mo bravely offers to go into space alone and use his fan to fix it.  When Mo returns, Poppy and her 

friends finally see the shooting star and get to make their wish. 

[Educational Message: Part of being a great friend is sharing with others and taking responsibility for 

your mistakes.] 
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Airdate: 05/16/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

TREE FU TOM 

WITH FRIENDS LIKE THESE [ETFT106DH] 

While Squirmtum tries to lead the friends on a very important job, everyone else leaves him to work on his 

own while they have their lunch and indulge in play.  Stink and Puffy decide to point out how bad his 

friends are and steal Squirmtum’s friendship so that they can use him for their own mischievous work.  

When Squirmtum’s real friends realize their mistake, they work together and use a little magic to help find 

him.  The group apologizes and they work together to save them all from the Mushas’ evil plan. 

[Educational Message:  You can tell who your real friends are by their intentions and what they ask 

of you. If you make an error in judgment about who should be your friend, remember that true 

friends will always forgive and completely support each other--even after a selfish mistake.] 

 

Airdate: 05/23/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

ASTROBLAST 

HOLE IN ONE [EATB121DH] 

Sputnik and Jet are participating in a mini golf tournament. They are supportive of each other until they 

realize that, at the tournament finals, someone is going to win and someone is going to lose. They become 

competitive about everything. Sal and Halley remind Sputnik and Jet that friendship, not winning, is the 

most important thing. At the tournament, Sputnik and Jet make some impressive shots. But when they face 

the pressure of the last, most challenging hole, Jet and Sputnik apologize for letting the competition get in 

the way of their friendship. After the tournament, everyone celebrates their victories, even though Jet gets 

first place and Sputnik gets second.  

[Educational Message: When facing a friend in a competition, it is critical to remember that 

friendship is more important than winning.]  

 

TREASURE HUNT [EATB121DH] 

An old man tells the gang a story about a treasure that was hidden in the space station years ago and gives 

them a treasure map. They realize that the map is a riddle and begin to try to solve it. Comet is excited to 

find the treasure, acts without thinking, and experiences a series of avoidable mishaps. His friends 

emphasize the importance of thinking before he acts. Once Comet realizes that he will be more effective if 

he thinks things through, they solve the riddle and find the treasure trunk. They find a cookbook inside with 

lots of delicious recipes for the peas and spinach Sputnik brought to the Frosty Star. 

[Educational Message: You must think before you act; rushing into things can lead to setbacks and 

even danger.] 

 

Airdate: 05/23/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

TECHNO-CHICA [ETCS210DH] 

The shop is in need of some technology to become more efficient.  When the land-line breaks, Kelly shows 

everyone how she can order a new costume and answer the phone with her cellular device.  Chica starts 
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playing with the phone and, still thinking it’s a game, orders multiples of several different products.  She is 

sorry, but Kelly and her parents stress that it will take a lot of work to undo Chica’s mistake.  They go on 

their fantasy adventure in outer space where Stitch and Bunji want to press all the buttons in the rocket ship 

but Kelly reminds them they need instructions from Engineer Chica.  Stitch pulls the ZOOM lever anyway 

and Chica has to make hasty corrections.  Now she understands why she needed to wait for Kelly to give her 

instructions on the use of the cell phone.   

[Educational Message:  When you see a new gadget that uses technology, always ask for directions 

and permissions from a grown up before you start using it.] 

 

CHICA’S COMEDY OF ERRORS [ETCS210DH] 

Mr. and Mrs. C are planning a production of Squeakspeare but Mrs. C tells Mr. C that all the costumes will 

have to be washed before the production.  Chica rushes to tell Kelly who panics at the prospect of so much 

work.  Then she overhears Kelly tell someone that she would like to go on a vacation, so Chica runs to her 

parents and tells them Kelly is going to leave the Coop.  Mr. and Mrs. C panic at the prospect of Kelly 

leaving so close to the start of their big production.  Then, the truth unfolds.  Everyone clarifies that Chica 

repeated only part of what was actually said by her parents or Kelly.  After a lecture from her mother on 

speaking before having all the information, Chica and Kelly go on their fantasy adventure where Chica sees 

how Stitches makes mistakes with he’s not paying attention to what is being said to him.  Now she 

understands why it’s important to have the complete story of what is happening before sharing it with 

others.  

[Educational Message:  Always check and double check your information before you repeat 

something you’ve overheard.] 

 

Airdate: 05/23/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

LAZY TOWN 

THE LAZY CUP [ELZT312DH] 

The kids are excited about the World Cup, and decide to have their own “Lazy Cup”.  They practice and are 

all ready to play until they realize they don’t have another team to play against.  Robbie Rotten jumps in 

with a team of monsters he fabricated in his lair. Robbie Rotten proposes that if his team wins Sportacus has 

to leave town forever.  The kids are frightened by the monsters, and chaos prevails until Sportacus steps in 

to play.  However, Robbie fabricates a second team of characters based on soccer players.  Sportacus 

competes against them all by himself, but Stephanie manages to get away from the monster mess, giving 

Sportacus some back-up and an apple to sustain his strength.  They pull off the win.  Sportacus can stay in 

Lazy Town forever. 

[Educational Message:  Exercise, be active, eat healthy, and be honest about your abilities to help 

your team win.] 

 

Airdate: 05/23/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

EARTH TO LUNA 

NIGHTY NIGHT SUN [EETL108DH] 

While Luna is watching the sunset, Jupiter wonders where the sun goes when night falls. Luna, Clyde, and 

Jupiter look for the sun in the dark with flashlights. Luna observes that when flashlight shines on one side of 

a ball the other side stays dark; she questions if this happens with the sun and the earth as well. They make 
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believe that they are rockets in space where the sun explains that it never hides and that the earth spins 

around it. Earth demonstrates that this spinning is what creates day and night. 

[Educational Message: The Earth’s continuous rotation causes the sun to shine on different parts of 

the Earth. On the dark side, it’s nighttime and daytime on the light side.] 

 

LUNA’S LUNAR QUEST [EETL108DH] 

Jupiter wonders why the moon looks different in each of its phases, so Luna launches an investigation. They 

observe how a miniature moon changes as light shines on it from different directions, but Luna still wants to 

know how the sun shines at night. They make believe that they are astronauts in space, where the moon 

teaches them that, as it orbits around the earth, the sun illuminates different portions of the moon. 

[Educational Message: The moon’s phases result from its orbit around the Earth. As it travels, the 

sun shines on it differently.] 
 

Airdate: 05/23/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

POPPY CAT 

SKATEBOARD STAR [EPCT114DH] 

Zuzu is showing his “Super Zuzu Flip” skateboard trick to his friends and he’d like to be able to see it 

himself. Poppy suggests that they make a video for Zuzu to watch.  They take the camper van to Twisted 

Tree Ridge for the shoot. When Egbert arrives and insists they make a video of him instead, Poppy comes 

up with a plan to distract him so they can finish their video. During the trick, Mo falls onto Zuzu’s 

skateboard and he finishes it off with Mo in tow. Everyone gathers around to watch the exciting video and 

realizes that they each had a starring role! 

[Educational Message: Encourage your friends when they have a special talent or ability.] 

 

MAGIC BEETLE [EPCT114DH] 

Alma has a Magic Beetle that grants wishes, but when she makes her first wish everyone realizes that it will 

only work in the Enchanted Desert. They travel to the Enchanted Desert to get Alma’s wishes and return the 

Beetle to its home. In the desert, she uses her last two wishes on her friends, leaving her without anything 

for herself. They decide to return the Beetle anyway and he gives her one more wish.  He gives her a 

beautiful sparkly crown. Everyone leaves the Enchanted Forest happy and returns to the garden. 

[Educational Message: When you share with others, good things will happen to you too.] 

 

Airdate: 05/23/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

TREE FU TOM  

WISHFUL THINKING [ETFT107DH] 

Twigs finds a magic pebble that he uses to make wishes, but he gets carried away, using the magic for some 

out-of-control fun.  His friends warn him that he needs to be careful with his wishes.  Meanwhile Puffy and 

Stink see the power and long for the magic pebble to cause their own magic mischief.  Twigs realizes he 

can’t undo the wishes that he has made and that the consequences could be disastrous.  When the Mushas do 

get the pebble they make a slime disaster all around Treetopolis.  The friends have to use magic and think 

through all aspects of the problem to fix all of Twigs’ mistakes. 

[Educational Message:  Realize the importance of your opportunities and use them for the right 

reasons and not the wrong. The consequences are always worse than you imagine when you abuse 

your privileges.] 
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Airdate: 05/30/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

ASTROBLAST 

BE MINE [EATB122DH] 

It is friendship day at the space station and everyone is making each other friendship day cards. When 

Comet does not receive one from Comet, he becomes worried that Halley doesn’t like him anymore. Sal 

suggests that Comet talk to Halley about what is bothering him.  Instead Comet hints indirectly about his 

issue. When Halley doesn’t pick up on the hints, he resolves to take back the card he made for Halley. 

Finally, Halley and Comet are able to talk out their problems. It turns out that Halley’s card for Comet was 

in Jet’s mailbox the whole time! Comet learns that he should’ve spoken to Halley right away instead of 

jumping to conclusions.  

[Educational Message: When you have a conflict with a friend, it is important that you talk to your 

friend about it immediately instead of jump to conclusions.] 

 

THREE’S A CROWD [EATB122DH] 

Sputnik and Halley are spending time together when Jet, who is bungee jumping, grabs Sputnik and takes 

her on a brief ride. She has a lot of fun and, despite her reluctance, Jet straps her on to her own bungee cord. 

Sputnik and Jet spend a lot of time bungee jumping together and Halley begins to get jealous. Sal reminds 

her that, just because Sputnik is spending time with Jet, it doesn’t mean that Sputnik doesn’t want to play 

with her. Finally, Halley tells Sputnik how she feels and Sputnik emphasizes that she enjoys spending time 

with both Jet and Halley. Halley learns that she was letting her jealousy get in the way of her friendship with 

Sputnik. 

[Educational Message: You should not allow jealousy to get in the way of your friendships, as there 

are plenty of friendships to go around.] 

 

Airdate: 05/30/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

ALL OF A KIND CHICA [ETCS211DH] 

Chica is given the assignment of developing a poster for Helena’s Puppy Carnival.  She is soon 

overwhelmed by the project because she wants to do something grand.  Her parents tell her “kindness 

counts” in the little things you do.  On her fantasy trip with Kelly, Chica is a super hero flying over the town 

of Alber-Cluckee when Lady Lavender loses her hat.  Bunji, who is also a super hero, wants to do only big 

things and doesn’t help anyone. Stitches loses his balloon and it’s Super Chica who replaces it.  When Chica 

and Kelly come back to the shop, Chica decides she doesn’t need to make a big sign.  She gives her cape to 

the animals so they’ll have a blanket at the Puppy Carnival. 

[Educational Message: You can perform small acts of kindness that will be deeply appreciated by 

others. Not all acts of kindness need to be grand and big.] 

 

CHICA’S BEACH PARTY [ETCS211DH] 

The Coop is organizing a surprise beach party in the Coop for Jett’s birthday.  Chica wants to be in the 

middle of the action, but she is given the task of looking out for Jett so the surprise can take place.  Chica, 

bored and pouting, gets distracted by a butterfly and Kelly has to run out to avoid ruining the surprise.  Told 

to pay attention, Chica dons a guards uniform and is so busy marching, she misses Jett approaching the 

entrance two more times.  Fortunately when Jett gets by her the next time, everyone in the store reacts 
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quickly so the surprise isn’t ruined but Chica is dejected about her failure at her job. On the fantasy trip to 

the beach, Bunji and Stitches each forget to pay attention to their picnic food.  But Chica does pay attention 

to the food she and Kelly have brought.  Their picnic is perfect.  They were even able to share with Bunji 

and Stitches whose food was taken by a seagull. 

[Educational Message:  Paying attention is very important to ensure everything goes as planned, 

whether it’s a party, your schoolwork, or even crossing the street.] 

 

Airdate: 05/30/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

LAZY TOWN 

WELCOME TO LAZYTOWN [ELZT101DH] 

Uncle Milford is speaking with Ms. Busybody about his niece Stephanie coming to Lazy Town.  Robbie 

Rotten spies from his lair and shares his vision of keeping Lazy Town the laziest town there is.  When 

Stephanie arrives, she doesn’t want to just play video games in the house, she wants to meet other children 

and play outside.  She meets Ziggy, Pixel, Trixie, and Stingy and convinces them to come outside, where 

they begin to have fun playing together.  However, Robbie Rotten tricks the children to distract them from 

active play.  Stephanie is upset and speaks with her Uncle Milford, who wants to help and suggests she 

contact a super hero.  Sportacus receives her letter and arrives in Lazy Town, where his crystal cape allows 

him to sense problems and he can save the children when they need it.  Robbie Rotten sets a trap for 

Sportacus, but Ms. Busybody falls prey instead, and Sportacus, Stephanie, and Uncle Milford end up saving 

her.  Stephanie asks Sportacus if she might stay in Lazy Town and he agrees. 

[Educational Message:  It’s important to develop good eating habits and have an active lifestyle.] 

 

Airdate: 05/30/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

EARTH TO LUNA 

IT ALL FALLS DOWN [EETL109DH] 

While with a friend at Newton’s bakery, Jupiter drops his ice cream on the ground. This leads Luna to 

question why things fall down and not up. They observe a ball falling and notice that something caused it to 

change direction. To investigate further, Luna, Jupiter, and Clyde make believe that they are astronauts on 

the moon. Everything is floating and the moon explains that this is because there is low gravity on the 

moon. The earth and the moon teach them that gravity is like a magnet at a planet’s center that pulls 

everything to its center. 

[Educational Message: Gravity is an invisible force that pulls everything down, like a magnet. The 

amount of gravity differs on each planet.] 

 

WINGS OF A BIRD [EETL109DH] 

Luna, Jupiter, and Clyde are searching for Jupiter’s lost paper airplane when they encounter a birds’ nest. 

Luna watches a baby bird learning to fly and wonders how birds learn to fly. Luna, Jupiter, and Clyde make 

different paper airplanes to study which one flies further. They make believe that they are birds in the nest 

and discover that birds have hollow bones that make them light enough to fly and strong muscles that allow 

them to flap without getting tired. They also learn that tail feathers enable the birds to steer. 

[Educational Message: Birds can fly because they are light, due to their hollow bones, and have strong 

muscles. Also, their tail feathers help them steer.] 
 

Airdate: 05/30/2015 
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Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

POPPY CAT 

BUMBLE FUMBLE [EPCT115DH] 

Poppy Cat and her friends are enjoying a picnic when marching ants walk off with all their food.  The ants 

march across their picnic blanket with a large egg, which Owl says belongs to a Bumblebird.  They decide 

to return the egg to its owner faraway in the snowy mountains.  While on their adventure they almost lose 

the egg after Egbert shows up to “arrest” them for violating some imaginary restrictions about being on the 

mountain.  The friends hop on a sled and rescue the egg and as they come to a rest, they see a nest with 

another Bumblebird egg.  A mother bird arrives and thanks them for returning her egg.  To their surprise, 

both eggs hatch and the kids can go home on the train, leaving the hatchings with their mother.   

[Educational Message:  If you find something that’s lost and you know where it belongs, you should 

do your best to return it, just like Poppy Cat and her friends returned the Bumblebird egg to its 

owner.] 

 

BAD ROBOT [EPCT115DH] 

The team was looking for the remote control so they could watch Rocket Cat, a favorite television program.  

During the show, Rocket Cat is bullied by a giant robot and the friends decide to help him.  They go a rocket 

adventure with their remote control and ZuZu’s karate chop as their only weapon.  Right away Egbert 

confronts them as the “evil scientist” who created the robot.  But when he uses his remote to prove how 

mean the robot can be, the robot starts dancing happily.  Once the robot is reset back to meanness, Mo 

attempts to use his remote to calm him down.  When the remote slips, the team has to change strategies.  

Poppy and Mo try to get the remote while the friends distract the robot.  Mo ultimately shuts the robot down 

with his remote and Rocket Cat escapes from his entrapment within a block of ice.   

[Educational Message:  By working together, you and your friends can achieve almost any goal you 

set your mind to.]  

 

Airdate: 05/30/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

TREE FU TOM 

WINGING IT [ETFT108DH] 

Squirmtum feels left out because he cannot fly so his friends set out to help him.  Their attempts and the 

inventions of Zigzoo are not successful; in fact, they lead to danger.  Eventually they are able to use magic, 

along with their combined efforts to save him from disaster.  In the process Zigzoo gets trapped in a ball of 

rolling jelly.   Squirmtum’s ability to roll ends up saving Zigzoo where the other friends’ flying cannot.  The 

friends think rolling is awesome and realize that Squirmtum had felt left out at times when they are all 

flying.  They apologize for making him feel left out and enjoy thinking of all the new games they can play 

involving Squirmtum’s fast-paced rolling. 

[Educational Message:  When you feel left out you should be confident and honest enough to let your 

friends know you feel.  True friends should reciprocate by recognizing your strengths and including 

you in group activities.] 

 

Airdate: 06/06/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

ASTROBLAST 

WHO’S AFRAID OF THE BIG BAD ALLIGATOR [EATB123DH] 
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Comet is giving some cute, furry customers (called “Zoophies”) a tour of the space station. All of a sudden, 

the Zoophies disappear and Comet finds them hiding behind some books. The Zoophies are afraid of Jet 

because he is an alligator. Sal convinces Jet to be himself so that the Zoophies get to know him; then, they 

won’t be afraid of him. Instead he tries a number of tactics to be less intimidating, including dressing up like 

a penguin, Sputnik suggests that Jet just be himself. Sure enough, the Zoophies warm up to Jet once he is 

relaxed and interacting with everyone in the café normally.  

[Educational Message: When someone doesn’t like you or is intimidated by you, it is best to be 

yourself so that that person can get to know you.] 

 

SING ALONG TO THE BOUNCING MONKEY [EATB123DH] 

Comet shows his friends the new gadget he got for the party: the “Super Sing Along 5000.” The gadget 

makes it seem like everyone can sing and all of Comet’s friends get a chance to try it before the party starts. 

Radar, however, thinks he is the best at using the machine and doesn’t want to share the microphone. Sal 

emphasizes the importance of sharing, but Radar doesn’t listen and decides to host his own party featuring 

him and the Super Sing Along 5000. Radar realizes that everything is more fun when he shares the 

microphone. 

[Educational Message: It is important to share, as activities are more fun when everyone can 

participate.]   

 

Airdate: 06/06/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

CHICA’S ROYAL CHOICE [ETCS214DH] 

When Jett comes to the shop needing a “King” costume, Chica and Kelly compete to make it.  They tell Jeff 

to come back later to pick the one he likes best.  Of course, Chica is very disappointed when Jett picks the 

costume Kelly made, but he explains it’s because it fits his personality.  Chica thinks Jett doesn’t really like 

her and remains dejected.  When she and Kelly go on their fantasy adventure, they end up in a palace where 

Chica is the Queen.  She is asked by Stitch to choose between Bunji and Kelly for court jester.  After 

agonizing over the decision, she selects Kelly.  Bunji, the rejected applicant, shows her that he’s a good 

loser.  He knows Kelly is a great performer and is just right for the upcoming event.       

[Educational Message:  When you are in a competition, realize that it’s a very hard job to choose “the 

one you like the best.” So, losing doesn’t mean you were no good; just that someone else is better 

suited for the job this time.]    

 

ALL SEASONS CHICA [ETCS214DH] 

Winter is over and the Coop is due for an annual Spring Clean-up & Giveaway.  Everyone is putting out old 

things that can be put aside for the Giveaway.  Chica doesn’t want to give away any of her winter things 

because she doesn’t want winter to be over.  She doesn’t understand why the seasons end.  When she and 

Kelly go on their fantasy adventure, Chica is in a backyard trying to sled in a sandbox.  Bunji and Stitch call 

Mother Nature (Kelly) who takes them on a tour of each season through song.  The tour convinces Chica 

that the four seasons happen each year so she needn’t worry, winter will be back.   

[Educational Message:  If you love one part of the year more than any other, remember that each 

season provides us with a chance for different activities to enjoy and your favorite season is certain to 

return.] 

 

Airdate: 06/06/2015 

Time: 
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Duration: 23:00 

LAZY TOWN 

PURPLE PANTHER PART 1 [ELZT302H] 

Stephanie and Ziggy are inspired by a book of museums to make their own museum of Lazy Town.  While 

everyone happily finds items for the museum, Stingy is annoyed by the plans; he only wants incredibly 

valuable items for the museum.  Stingy sneaks away to get the town clock for the museum but gets into 

trouble.  When Sportacus saves him Stingy begs for his magic crystal.  He promises there will be no 

emergency in Lazy Town while the crystal is on loan to the museum.  The opening of the museum is very 

successful and the kids see how reading about something led to a group project with great historical value 

for Lazy Town.  The museum opening also set the stage for a mystery that will take some time to resolve.  

(to be continued in subsequent episodes).  

[Educational Message:  Books are an outstanding source of inspiration for projects that you and your 

friends can create in your own community.] 

 

Airdate: 06/06/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

EARTH TO LUNA 

A SNAIL TALE [EETL110DH] 

While Luna and Jupiter are playing with their pet snail, they wonder what the inside of a snail’s shell looks 

like. They attempt to use a flashlight and a magnifying glass to see inside the shell. When they aren’t able to 

see, they make believe they are snails to learn more about snails. They realize that snails don’t have arms or 

ears, and that they see and taste with their antennae. Their pet snail also teaches them that its shell protects it 

from harsh weather and harmful creatures.   

[Educational Message: Snail antennae allow them to explore the world around them. Their shells 

provide protection from danger.] 
 

ICE GIANTS [EETL110DH] 

Luna, Jupiter, and Clyde are playing with paper boats. When Clyde’s boat sinks, they all wonder what sinks 

boats in the oceans and want to find out more about icebergs. They make a miniature iceberg in a cup and 

observe its behavior while floating in a clear bucket. Then, they pretend that they are icebergs and learn that 

icebergs are made from fresh water. Some other icebergs also teach them that they used to be snowflakes, 

then glaciers, and now icebergs. The icebergs also explain that they move very slowly and that they provide 

homes for animals like polar bears and penguins.  

[Educational Message: Icebergs start as snow, become glaciers, and then become icebergs. They move 

slowly through the water and provide homes for various animals.] 
 

Airdate: 06/06/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

POPPY CAT 

BIG BUBBLES [EPCT116DH] 

Everyone is blowing bubbles in the garden, but Zuzu is upset that he can’t do it like everyone else. Poppy 

receives a letter from her friend on Tiger Island who needs some cheering up.  The friends so travel to visit 

him. On the trip, Zuzu is still upset and takes his frustration out on Mo, making him feel bad about his 

bubbles. When their boat gets stuck, Mo uses his bubble blowing skills to make a bubble large enough for 

everyone to travel to the island.  Zuzu apologizes for being mean to Mo and everyone spends the entire day 

with Poppy’s friend Ravi blowing bubbles. 
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[Educational Message:  We all have different talents that make each one of us special.  It is important 

to appreciate the talents of others although sometimes this may be difficult.] 

 

DRIPPY FOREST [EPCT116DH] 

While jumping around in the fall leaves, Owl finds a Drippy Forest wiggly bug.  He names him Thurston. 

The group decides to return Thurston to his home in the forest where he can find comfort and be with his 

friends. Owl is afraid of insects, but he joins everyone as they return Thurston to his home. On the way their 

van has engine trouble and although Owl is scared, he conquers his fear and flies Thurston home to his tree 

in the forest.  

[Educational Message: Courage and bravery are about overcoming your fears so that you can do 

what’s best for yourself and others.] 

 

Airdate: 06/06/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

TREE FU TOM 

ZIG ZOO’S ROBOTS [ETFT109DH] 

Twigs and Tom destroy Ariela’s windmill during an over-zealous leaf-boarding session.  In another 

location, Squirmtum’s sap detectors are broken.  They ask Zigzoo to help with the repairs.  In an effort to 

please everybody Zigzoo rushes to complete both repairs.  When he is unsuccessful he builds a Zigzoo 

robot.  The robot causes endless problems.  Treetog advises Zigzoo to slow down.  He explains that doing 

too much too fast, can result in not doing anything well.  The friends use magic to get everything under 

control, and Zigzoo immediately apologizes for causing such havoc.  Everyone reminds him they are just 

grateful for a friend who is always willing to help out. 

[Educational Message:  You should think about how well you do your work, not just about how much 

you can get done.  When you try to do too much too fast, you can’t do anything well.]  It is important 

to concentrate on doing a good job, rather than focusing on speed. 

 

Airdate: 06/13/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

ASTROBLAST 

I FEEL FINE! [EATB124DH] 
Comet gets tickets to the Carli Cosmos concert. Sputnik, who is very excited about the concert, wakes up 

sick. The doctor tells her to rest for 24 hours, which means she is going to miss the concert. She resolves to 

pretend that she is not sick, despite her friends emphasizing her need for rest. Sputnik is unable to perform 

basic tasks at the café, but insists she feels fine. Eventually, Sputnik relents and decides to rest instead of 

going to the concert. When she wakes up, she feels much better. Suddenly, none other than Carli Cosmos 

visits the café to taste their smoothies and sing Sputnik a song.  

[Educational Message: When you are sick, you have to rest and take care of yourself so that you will 

feel better.] 

 

RADAR FOR A DAY [EATB124DH] 

Halley uses her “Digi Gizmo” watch to help her with deliveries. When it breaks, she takes it to Radar for 

repair. Radar is busy and unable to get to her Digi Gizmo right away. Halley is impatient and criticizes 

Radar for taking too long. After Sal suggests that she shouldn’t judge Radar until she has put herself in his 

shoes. Halley decides to do Radar’s job for a day. It quickly becomes clear that Radar’s job is more difficult 
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than she thought. Halley apologizes to Radar for saying his job is easy and asks for his help. They work 

together to fix all the items on Radar’s workbench. 

[Educational Message: Before jumping to conclusions and judging someone, it is important to 

imagine yourself in their position.  Maybe their work is harder than you think.] 

 

Airdate: 06/13/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

CAPTAIN CHICA REDCOMB [ETCS101DH] 

Billy comes to the Coop for a pirate’s hat.  Chica then pretends to be a pirate with one of the Coop’s 

costume hats.  Though she is reminded frequently to put the pirate hat where it belongs Chica misplaces it. 

Billy returns to get five more hats.  Kelly discovers she is missing one hat from the order.  After the store 

closes Chica and Kelly go on their fantasy adventure to an island where they meet pirate Captain Stitches.  

Kelly reminds them that they wouldn’t have to go through so much trouble to find things if they put them 

where they belong.  She explains that if something is lost you may find it by retracing your steps. Chica 

finally remembers she dropped the hat next to Bunji’s cage.  As they close the store, Kelly packs the hat to 

take to Billy’s birthday party. 

[Educational Message:  You should always put things back where they belong so they do not get lost.  

If an item is lost, you may find it by retracing your steps.]  

 

THE AMAZING CHICADINI [ETCS101DH]  

Chica displays talent as a magician. But she gets so nervous and frightened during rehearsals for her magic 

show that she cannot perform at all.  When the store closes, Chica and Kelly create a magic show right in 

the store. Chica performs her first trick well, but her second trick does not work. Bunji does not turn into a 

daffodil. Chica’s next trick fails as well.  Stitches does not disappear.  Kelly tells her to have confidence and 

believe in her abilities.  Chica tries again and Stitches disappears. Then, she makes him reappear.  The 

audience is very pleased.   

[Educational Message:  Some nervousness is natural, but practice will increase your confidence and 

help you overcome your nervousness.] 

 

Airdate: 06/13/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

LAZY TOWN 

PURPLE PANTHER PART 2 [ELZT310DH] 

In this second installment of the Purple Panther, Robbie Rotten breaks out of the fake Uncle Milford statue 

he planted in the new museum.  He distracts Stingy on his guard duty with some beautiful gold coins, and 

tries to steal the magic crystal.  When the alarm goes off, Stingy won’t admit that he is in trouble.  Robbie 

succeeds at getting the magic crystal but accidentally drops it into Stingy’s pocket.  Sportacus wakes up 

from his sugar-meltdown just in time to help.  Robbie disguises himself as an inspector and accuses Stingy 

of taking the crystal, before taking it again himself.  Sportacus arrives to find the inspector and ends up 

saving Robbie Rotten as Stingy saves the crystal.  Stingy is ashamed that he hadn’t taken better care of the 

crystal.   Sportacus assures him it is okay to make mistakes, as long as you learn from them. 

[Educational Message:  Mistakes happen.  It is important to learn from mistakes, so you can avoid 

repeating them.] 

 

Airdate: 06/13/2015 
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Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

EARTH TO LUNA 

MIRROR, MIRROR ON THE WALL [EETL111DH] 

After Luna takes a shower, she notices that the mirror is foggy and wonders why this happens. Jupiter 

observes that the only place on the mirror that didn’t fog up is where he drew with soap. Luna recreates this 

phenomenon with soap on a window, which piques their curiosity. Luna, Jupiter, and Clyde make believe 

that they are items on the bathroom sink and learn that the steam cloud from the shower travels through the 

air and, when it reaches the cold mirror, it turns back into water. This process is called condensation. They 

also discover that the soap on the mirror prevents condensation because it doesn’t allow the water molecules 

to stick to it.  

[Educational Message: When the steam from a hot shower hits the cool surface of a mirror, the 

mirror gets foggy. This is called condensation.] 

 

DO FISH DRINK WATER? [EETL111DH] 

Luna and her family are at the beach. When Jupiter questions whether or not fish drink water, Luna decides 

to catch a fish in a clear bucket so they can observe it. They can’t really tell whether or not the fish drinks 

water, so they decide to make believe that they are fish. They encounter some fish that tell them fish drink 

the salt water to stay hydrated and that they expel the excess salt out of their gills.  

[Educational Message: To stay hydrated, fishes in the sea drink salt water and expel the extra salt 

through their gills.] 

 

Airdate: 06/13/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

POPPY CAT 

WATERFALL LANE [EPCT117DH] 

The friends wading pool has a tiny hole and won’t inflate.   They decide to dig a pool in the garden.  They 

uncover a piece of pottery with picture writing on it and  undertake an adventure to the deepest jungle to 

meet Professor Peanut who can decipher the code.  On the way, they encounter a gorgeous waterfall.  Egbert 

also happens to be in the jungle.  He grabs the pictograph and tosses it away.  It hits Professor Peanut on the 

head.  Now the friends have actually located Professor Peanut.  He tells them the pictograph is his address 

sign.  They play near the Professor’s waterfall and swim in his private pool.  The Professor also teaches 

them how to read and make additional picture signs.   

[Educational message:  If you want answers to a puzzle, work hard to find the solution.  It is always 

helpful to identify an expert and ask lots of questions.] 

 

SPECIAL DELIVERY [EPCT117DH] 

The friends are playing cards on their colorful blanket when Mo walks up with the mail.  Everyone has mail, 

including Egbert.  There is a letter for Treehouse Trevor who lives in Tanglewood Forest.  The friends have 

to figure out how to find him.  On their Treehouse Tom-finding adventure they are distracted by Egbert with 

a ridiculous game that even he cannot play.  Determined to deliver the letter, they trick Egbert into playing 

hide and seek.  Instead of distracting them, Egbert now follows them.  Zuzu discovers the treehouse where 

Trevor lives and the friends deliver their letter. The letter informs Treehouse Trevor that he has been 

admitted to a very special singing school!  Everyone realizes the adventure was really worth delivering 

Trevor good news. 

[Educational Message:  Try your best to return or deliver things to their rightful owner.  These items 

could turn out to be very important.] 
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Airdate: 06/13/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

TREE FU TOM 

FUNGUS AMONG US [ETFT110DH] 

The Mushas, Puffy and Stinky, trick Treetog into leaving the tower by sending her a fake invitation to a 

festival being held in her honor.  However, all they really want is to break into her room and retrieve the 

stinky-fires she hid to prevent their mischief.  They also use her voice-imitating machine to trick the others 

into running errands, all designed to bring even more stinky filth and slime to Treetopolis.  After a while 

Tom is suspicious of the errands they are running and when he realizes what is going on the friends all have 

to use magic power to save Treetopolis from permanent damage.  When Treetog returns, she also realizes 

she should have trusted her intuition when she received the unsigned invitation in the first place.  The 

Mushas are punished and put on clean-up duty. 

[Educational Message:  Trust your instincts and feelings by questioning things that are different from 

what you usually expect.  If something is wrong take every step you can to straighten things out, 

because you don’t want to let a small problem become a big mess.] 

 

 

Airdate: 06/20/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

ASTROBLAST 

A GIFT FROM HALLEY [EATB125DH] 

Halley buys a special gift for all her friends. When the present arrives, the Astroblast crew doesn’t know 

what to do with the squishy, green ball. Instead of asking Halley what it is, they spend all day trying to 

figure out what the present is and how to play with it. When they cannot figure it out, they finally ask Halley 

what it is. She tells them that it is a pogo stick, and they all have fun playing with it.  

[Educational Message: It’s important to ask for help when you need it.  When you don’t know the 

answer to a question, you shouldn’t be afraid to ask for help, instead of trying to figure it out 

yourself.] 

 

BEST GUESTS [EATB125DH] 

The Astroblast crew is trying to figure out what to do for customer appreciation day. They all agree that they 

want to sing a song for their customers.  Comet keeps attempting to make the performance bigger and better. 

Sal reminds them that it’s the thought that counts.  He explains that the best way for them to show their 

customers how much they appreciate them is to simply show that they care. Nevertheless, they decide to 

have an anti-gravity party.  When it doesn’t go as planned, they sing a simple song to their guests, as they 

had initially planned.  

[Educational Message: When giving a gift or showing appreciation to someone, it is the thought that 

counts; it usually doesn’t matter how grand or fancy the gift is.] 

 

Airdate: 06/20/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

CHICA ROCKS [ETCS102DH] 
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A customer comes into the store because she is practicing for a rock and roll talent show. She sees Chica in 

a blonde and hot pink wig.  She decides it would be great to wear in her show.  Chica wants to play an 

instrument too, but she is frustrated because it takes practice just to learn the beat.  During the fantasy 

segment, Chica and Kelly are on a concert stage with Stitches.  Bunji, the band manager, offers to help them 

if they practice.  Together they work on their piano, guitar, and percussion skills until their performance is 

really great.  Upon their return, Chica immediately gets to practice and seems to have mastered the beat. 

[Educational Message:  In order to get better at something or to develop your talent, you must take 

the time to practice.] 

 

CHICA TWINKLE TOES [ETCS102DH] 

Sandra comes into the store for a tutu to wear in her ballet recital. A beautiful tutu emerges from the dress 

up rack when Chica pushed it out where Sandra could see it.  After seeing Sandra demonstrate a pirouette, 

Chica wants to be a ballerina. She tries to skip the preparation and go straight to a pirouette but discovers 

you have to practice to be proficient.  When Kelly and Chica go on their fantasy adventure, Bunji becomes 

the dance instructor. Chica tries to practice the pirouette but it turns out to be the “wing and spin,” a new 

ballet movement.  Back at the Coop, Kelly and Chica continue to practice their moves.   

[Educational Message:  When you want to learn something new, start with the basics and keep 

practicing in order to improve.] 

 

Airdate: 06/20/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

LAZY TOWN 

THE FIRST DAY OF SUMMER [ELZT311DH] 

It’s the first day of summer and everyone is excited about going to the beach, including the Mayor and Ms. 

Busy Body.  The group causes such a ruckus during the packing and organizing for the big trip that Robbie 

Rotten is fuming.   He wishes that everyone in Lazy Town could disappear FOR-EVER.  When Robbie 

discovers the town is quiet he takes over the Mayor’s job and declares new rules to ban exercise, school 

attendance, and play.  It doesn’t take long for Robbie Rotten to realize he has no audience and he 

desperately misses the town folk, especially the kids who annoyed him the most.  He gets melancholy and 

befriends a fly.  He loses focus and accidentally falls into a deep well.  His shouts for help prompt Sportacus 

and the kids to come to his rescue.  Robbie is so happy and appreciative of the group’s rescue that he 

happily participates in the signature Lazy Town song and dance, sharing in the joy of having company and 

friends.  He knows he is lucky that the Lazy Town crew is loyal and caring. 

[Educational Message:  Sometimes we take our friends for granted and then we miss them when they 

are gone.  Appreciating your friends will make you feel happy that there are others who care about 

you very much.]  

 

Airdate: 06/20/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

EARTH TO LUNA 

FLYING LIGHTS [EETL112DH] 

While looking at stars and enjoying the clear night sky, Luna and Jupiter spot a lightning bug. This leads 

Jupiter and Luna to question why the lightning bug lights up. To test whether or not the lightning bugs talk 

by blinking their lights, Luna sets up some blinking holiday lights and sees if the lightning bug tries to talk 

to them. After observing that the lightening bug doesn’t talk to the holiday lights, Luna, Clyde, and Jupiter 
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make believe that they are lightening bugs. A few friendly lightening bugs teach them that they blink their 

lights to make new friends and to communicate.  

[Educational Message: Lightening bugs flash their lights to communicate.] 

 

IN CLYDE’S EYES [EETL112DH] 

Luna and Jupiter take Clyde to the vet to get his nails trimmed. Luna wonders if Clyde sees the world the 

same way that she does. During an experiment with colored balls, Luna observes that Clyde could only 

correctly identify the red ball. To learn more, Luna and Jupiter make believe that they are ferrets. They 

discover that ferrets can only see red and varying shades of grey. Clyde explains to them that ferrets’ 

heightened sense of smell makes up for their lack of vision.  

[Educational Message: Animals see differently. Ferrets can only see limited colors and can’t see very 

far. They make up for this with their excellent sense of smell.] 

 

Airdate: 06/20/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

POPPY CAT 

LOST STUFF [EPCT118DH]  
Zuzu is very excited to give a gift to Poppy, but when she opens it they realize it has fallen out of a hole at 

the bottom of the package. Zuzu doesn’t want to tell anyone what the present is because it was supposed to 

be a surprise. They wonder where all the stuff that goes missing really ends up so they take an adventure to 

visit the planet of lost stuff.  Egbert arrives and meddles in their plans causing the rocket ship to break just 

before landing on the planet of lost stuff. Zuzu finds the missing gift, an inflatable rocket ship, and they use 

it to get back home. 

[Educational Message:  You should always be careful with your things, to make sure they are safe and 

don’t get lost.] 

 

WORLD RECORD [EPCT118DH] 

Poppy decides to set a world record by flying around the world.  She wants to get her picture in “Flying 

Weekly” magazine.  Everyone helps, gathering supplies for their adventure in the hot air balloon. When 

they start to lose speed, Gilda stops by and suggests they remove some supplies from the balloon to lighten 

the load. They work together to help Poppy navigate just as Egbert attempts to beat them to the finish line. 

All their hard work pays off and they accomplish the goal by setting the world record.  

[Educational Message: Great teamwork is the best solution to accomplishing a big goal.] 

 

Airdate: 06/20/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

TREE FU TOM  

CRYSTAL CATASTROPHE [ETFT111DH] 

When Tom and Twigs are supposed to be helping Treetog, they break the most important crystal in 

Treetopolis.  Zigzoo can’t fix it, but he tells them about a cavern where they can find a new casting crystal.  

The entire time, Twigs attempts to use shortcuts, while Tom is obsessed with making a detailed plan. They 

argue and split up.  Meanwhile, the magic in Treetopolis is fading.  Stink and Puffy take advantage of the 

situation and steal the casting crystal.  Twigs and Tom have to come together to get the casting crystal in the 

right hands so the magic in Treetopolis can be restored.  They now realize that it is important to make a plan 

but to be flexible as you go so you can achieve your goal. 
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[Educational Message:  It is important to make a good plan even though the plan may need to be 

adjusted as circumstances change.] 

 

Airdate: 06/27/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

ASTROBLAST 

BOP ‘TIL YOU DROP [EATB126DH] 

Some cute creatures named “Bipitty Bops” visit the Astroblast crew in the Frosty Star Café. After drinking a 

smoothie, the Bipitty Bops multiply. The Astroblast crew doesn’t witness this and cannot figure out why the 

creatures are multiplying so fast. Comet thinks of a number of possible explanations and hastily tries to 

prove them. Sputnik reminds him that they need to think things out before jumping to conclusions. Finally, 

through thoughtful experimentation and careful observation, they figure out that every time the Bipitty Bops 

drink from straws, they double.  

[Educational Message: You should always be thoughtful, pay attention, and ask questions before 

jumping to conclusions.] 

 

KAPOWSERS! [EATB126DH] 

Comet receives a call from a TV reporter who wants to interview the Astroblast team about their award for 

the best smoothie stand in the universe. Comet and all his friends are excited. However, Comet gets nervous 

about not being special enough for the reporters. Comet attempts to mitigate this insecurity by coming up 

with a catch phrase: “Kapowsers!” This causes the rest of the Astroblast team to adopt a new look or 

behavior to be more special. When the reporter arrives, the team is too busy with their new special behaviors 

to notice. Luckily, the team goes back to being normal and gives an awesome interview! 

[Educational Message:  Pretending to be someone other than yourself will cause others to miss your 

most important qualities.  Be normal.] 

 

Airdate: 06/27/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

COWGIRLS AND COWCHICKEN [ETCS103DH] 

Chica is having a cowgirl day.  She found a herd of dogs and wants to bring one of them into the store.  Her 

mother tells her NO.  The rule is no pets in the store. When Chica lassos one person too many, she finds out 

that it’s also a rule to not use a lasso inside.  She becomes frustrated because of all the rules. On their 

fantasy adventure, they go to a ranch where Chica is the boss and suspends all the rules.  Soon there are lots 

of problems; Stitch and Bunji fall off a fence they’ve climbed, and the noise Chica and friends make sends 

horses bolting from the barn.  When they return to the Coop, Chica resolves to follow the rules. 

[Educational Message:  Rules are made for a reason; they ensure that everyone can be safe.] 

 

ICKY, STICKY, CHICKY [ETCS103DH] 

There’s an emergency at the Coop; Kelly can’t find a costume for a customer who wants to be a caveman.  

Kelly and Chica disappear into a “cave” deep beneath the clothing rack.  Mom and Dad then decide they 

need to figure out a way to better manage inventory.  Chica makes signs that illustrate the types of 

costumes. However, she doesn’t want to wash off the glue and other decorations that got stuck in her 

feathers.  During the fantasy adventure, Kelly and Chica are outside in a prehistoric forest and get really 

dirty with mud.  After bathing in a pond, the group plays again when they are clean and realize it feels pretty 

good to not be messy and dirty. 
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[Educational Message:  When you get icky, sticky, and dirty from playing or doing a project, be sure 

to clean up the mess you made, including the mess that gets left on you.]  

 

Airdate: 06/27/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

LAZY TOWN 

DR. ROTTENSTEIN [ELZT102DH] 

Sportacus tells the kids he gets his strength from “sports candy” (i.e. vegetables).  The kids are working in 

the vegetable garden, growing their own “sports candy,” when Robbie Rotten decides he must stop this 

“vegetable junk” before everyone is running and jumping and being healthy.  He disguises himself as Dr. 

Rottenstein and creates a new disease – spotty vegititis – to trick everyone into not eating vegetables, not 

getting fresh air, and staying inside and eating junk food – all while banning Sportacus from Lazy Town.  

Sportacus sends the kids notes, and Robbie Rotten breaks into Sportacus’ aircraft to try and prevent 

Sportacus from sharing his healthy habits.  Ziggy has to revive everyone with carrots in order to help save 

Sportacus and his aircraft/home.  Ultimately Robbie Rotten is exposed as the conniving doctor and Ziggy 

develops a love for vegetables that gives him the strength and energy to help out and make a difference. 

[Educational Message: Candy doesn’t really give you energy, but vegetables give you energy that 

lasts.] 

 

Airdate: 06/27/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

EARTH TO LUNA 

STRONG AS AN ANT [EETL113DH] 

Clyde notices a line of cookies that seem to be moving on their own. Luna notices that ants are actually 

carrying the cookies. Luna wonders how ants can carry objects that are so big when their bodies are so 

small. Luna lays out a variety of foods, and observes which of them the ants could carry. Luna noticed that, 

when a piece of cake was too big for one ant to carry, multiple ants worked together to carry it. To learn 

more, Luna, Jupiter, and Clyde pretend they are ants. Some ants explain that ants are quite strong because 

they are small and light. Luna, Clyde, and Jupiter also learn that they work hard to collect food to eat during 

the winter.  

[Educational Message: Ants are able to carry more than their body weight because they are very 

small and very light. Also, teamwork enables them to collectively carry a lot.] 

 

 

 

LUNA-SAURUS REX [EETL113DH] 

Luna and her family take a trip to the zoo. When Luna and Jupiter reach the fossil exhibit, Jupiter wonders 

why there aren’t any live dinosaurs at the zoo and Luna explains that they don’t exist anymore. But when 

Jupiter notices a dinosaur-like creature, Luna launches an investigation. After their dad informed them that 

the creature they saw was a lizard, Luna, Clyde, and Jupiter make believe that they are dinosaurs. Some 

dinosaurs teach them that, many years ago, a variety of dinosaurs walked the earth. 

[Educational Message: Dinosaurs existed millions of years ago. Fossils prove this fact.] 
 

Airdate: 06/27/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 
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POPPY CAT 

ROCKET CAT RADIO [EPCT119DH] 

Mo comes to the group with a key that can lock and unlock anything.  Zuzu arrives with a Radio that 

transmits signals from Rocket Cat.  This latter item seems to eclipse Mo’s key in value.  However, when 

Rocket Cat sends a “Mayday” blast from Green Cheese Moon, the group hurriedly takes an adventure in a 

rocket ship.  They run into Gilda and Egbert along the way, with Egbert claiming to head a rescue team on 

the planet. Egbert imprisons the friends with Rocket Cat in his impenetrable jail, but Mo’s special key 

unlocks the jail and leads to their escape back to earth.   

[Educational Message:  Sometimes the thing that seems the least exciting and least useful, turns out to 

be very important.] 

 

CASE CLOSED [EPCT119DH] 

Mo has a new detective kit that includes walkie-talkies, disguises and other investigative paraphernalia.  Just 

as the friends are talking about how to use the kit, Owl appears lamenting that one of his special books is 

missing.  The group finds two clues, a blue feather and a purple pine cone.  Poppy is certain that one of the 

clues requires an adventure to the Purple Pine Forest.  On the way, they run into Egbert who has just taken 

up tree hugging and thanks them for providing what is needed to make paper.  A loud squawk comes from 

one tree and soon they find a bird foot-print and a blue feather.  They look up and find Gilda, who works 

part-time in the library tree and tells Owl he forgot to return the book to the library so she did it for him.   

[Educational Message:  When you’re trying to solve a problem look for clues.  Working with your 

friends to follow the clues can be the key to the solution.] 

 

Airdate: 06/27/2015 

Time: 

Duration: 23:00 

TREE FU TOM 

BUZZWORTHY [ETFT112DH] 

Tom and Twigs are helping Ariela on the farm.  They use magic to help collect nectar for her lady-birds.  

They disagree with Ariela over whether or not to let the bees share in her nectar supply for their own honey-

making needs.  After much conflict between Ariela and her friends and the bees, they have to come together 

to deal with a major honey-spill.  They come to an understanding and realize that they can share and help 

each other with their individual needs. 

[Educational Message:  When you are willing to share you can typically find win-win situations where 

each side gains something they want.] 
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For 2nd Quarter 2015 

 

OTHER PROGRAMMING FURNISHED BY THE NBC NETWORK THAT CONTRIBUTES, AS PART 

OF NBC’s OVERALL PROGRAMMING, TO SERVE THE EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATIONAL 

NEEDS OF CHILDREN 16 AND UNDER 

 

April - June, 2015 

 

THERE WAS NO OTHER PROGRAMMING FOR 2ND QUARTER 2015 THAT CONTRIBUTED, AS 

PART OF NBC’S OVERALL PROGRAMMING, TO SERVE THE EDUCATION AND 

INFORMATIONAL NEEDS OF CHILDREN 16 AND UNDER. 

 
 

2nd Quarter 2015 PSAs 
 

NETWORK PUBLIC SERVICE SCHEDULE APRIL 2015 
   

      AIR DATE SHOW TITLE HIT TIME DURATION MATERIAL ID PRODUCT TITLE 

20150404 FRI-1ST LOOK 4:25:46 AM 0:15 ZNBC5107H PSA 2015 TMYK Dolvett Quince Diversity :15 

20150404 TREE FU 9:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150404 TREE FU 9:57:07 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150404 ASTROBLAST 10:27:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150404 CHICA 10:56:37 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150404 CHICA 10:56:52 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150404 LAZYTOWN 11:27:01 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15 

20150404 LUNA 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150404 POPPY CAT 12:26:27 PM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150404 POPPY CAT 12:26:42 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150404 BLACKLIST 9:51:56 PM 0:15 ZNBC5126H PSA 2015 TMYK Alison Sweeney Environment :15 

20150407 DAYS/LIVES 12:34:39 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150407 DAYS/LIVES 1:34:39 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150411 FRI-1ST LOOK 4:23:30 AM 0:15 ZNBC5126H PSA 2015 TMYK Alison Sweeney Environment :15 

20150411 TREE FU 9:57:07 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150411 ASTROBLAST 10:27:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150411 CHICA 10:56:37 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150411 CHICA 10:56:52 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150411 LAZYTOWN 11:26:49 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15 

20150411 POPPY CAT 12:26:27 PM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150411 POPPY CAT 12:26:42 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150418 FRI-1ST LOOK 4:24:31 AM 0:15 ZNBC5107H PSA 2015 TMYK Dolvett Quince Diversity :15 

20150418 TREE FU 9:57:07 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150418 ASTROBLAST 10:27:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150418 CHICA 10:56:37 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150418 CHICA 10:56:52 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150418 LAZYTOWN 11:26:22 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15 

20150418 LUNA 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150418 POPPY CAT 12:26:27 PM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150418 POPPY CAT 12:26:42 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150425 FRI-1ST LOOK 4:25:32 AM 0:15 ZNBC5126H PSA 2015 TMYK Alison Sweeney Environment :15 

20150425 TREE FU TOM 9:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150425 TREE FU TOM 9:57:07 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 
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20150425 ASTROBLAST 10:27:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150425 CHICA 10:56:37 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150425 CHICA 10:56:52 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150425 LAZYTOWN 11:26:57 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15 

20150425 LUNA 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150425 POPPY CAT 12:26:42 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150426 MTP 9:52:23 AM 0:15 ZNBC5126H PSA 2015 TMYK Alison Sweeney Environment :15 

20150426 MTP-AN     1:51:34 AM 0:15 ZNBC5186H PSA 2015 TMYK Al Roker Environment :15 

 
 

NETWORK PUBLIC SERVIC SCHEDULE MAY 2015 
   

      AIR DATE SHOW TITLE HIT TIME DURATION MATERIAL ID PRODUCT TITLE 

20150502 FRI-1ST LOOK 4:24:11 AM 0:15 ZNBC5126H PSA 2015 TMYK Alison Sweeney Environment :15 

20150502 TREE FU 9:57:07 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150502 ASTROBLAST 10:27:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150502 CHICA 10:56:37 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150502 CHICA 10:56:52 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150502 LAZYTOWN 11:27:01 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15 

20150502 LUNA 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150502 POPPY CAT 12:26:42 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150509 FRI-1ST LOOK 4:25:13 AM 0:15 ZNBC5126H PSA 2015 TMYK Alison Sweeney Environment :15 

20150509 ASTROBLAST 10:27:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150509 CHICA 10:56:37 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150509 CHICA 10:56:52 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150509 LAZYTOWN 11:27:04 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15 

20150509 LUNA 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150509 POPPY CAT 12:26:42 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150509 TREE FU 12:56:52 PM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150509 TREE FU 12:57:07 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150510 MTP 9:52:23 AM 0:15 ZNBC5126H PSA 2015 TMYK Alison Sweeney Environment :15 

20150510 MTP-AN 1:51:00 AM 0:15 ZNBC5128H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Environment :15 

20150516 FRI-1ST LOOK 4:25:00 AM 0:15 ZNBC5126H PSA 2015 TMYK Alison Sweeney Environment :15 

20150516 ASTROBLAST 10:27:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150516 CHICA 10:56:37 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150516 CHICA 10:56:52 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150516 LAZYTOWN 11:26:56 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15 

20150516 LUNA 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150516 POPPY CAT 12:26:27 PM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150516 POPPY CAT 12:26:42 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150516 TREE FU 12:57:07 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150523 FRI-1ST LOOK 4:27:11 AM 0:15 ZNBC5126H PSA 2015 TMYK Alison Sweeney Environment :15 

20150523 ASTROBLAST 10:27:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150523 CHICA 10:56:37 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150523 CHICA 10:56:52 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150523 LAZYTOWN 11:27:02 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15 

20150523 LUNA 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150523 POPPY CAT 12:26:42 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150523 TREE FU 12:56:52 PM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150523 TREE FU 12:57:07 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150524 SU DLINE(TAPE) 7:50:50 PM 0:15 ZNBC5126H PSA 2015 TMYK Alison Sweeney Environment :15 

20150530 FRI-1ST LOOK 4:24:26 AM 0:15 ZNBC5126H PSA 2015 TMYK Alison Sweeney Environment :15 

20150530 POPPY CAT 9:26:27 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150530 POPPY CAT 9:26:42 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150530 TREE FU 9:57:06 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150530 ASTROBLAST 10:27:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 
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20150530 CHICA 10:56:37 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150530 CHICA 10:56:52 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150530 LAZYTOWN 11:26:00 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15 

20150530 LUNA 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150531 SU TODAY 8:40:13 AM 0:15 ZNBC5128H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Environment :15 
 
 
 
PUBLIC SERVICE SCHEDULE JUNE 2015 

   

      AIR DATE SHOW TITLE HIT TIME DURATION MATERIAL ID PRODUCT TITLE 

20150606 FRI-1ST LOOK 4:23:52 AM 0:15 ZNBC5126H PSA 2015 TMYK Alison Sweeney Environment :15 

20150613 FRI-1ST LOOK 4:25:32 AM 0:15 ZNBC5126H PSA 2015 TMYK Alison Sweeney Environment :15 

20150613 ASTROBLAST 10:27:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150613 CHICA 10:56:37 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150613 CHICA 10:56:52 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150613 LAZYTOWN 11:26:08 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15 

20150613 LUNA 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150613 POPPY CAT 12:26:27 PM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150613 POPPY CAT 12:26:42 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150613 TREE FU 12:57:05 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150620 FRI-1ST LOOK 4:23:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC5126H PSA 2015 TMYK Alison Sweeney Environment :15 

20150620 ASTROBLAST 10:27:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150620 CHICA 10:56:37 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150620 CHICA 10:56:52 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150620 LAZYTOWN 11:26:51 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15 

20150620 LUNA 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150620 POPPY CAT 12:26:42 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150620 TREE FU 12:56:51 PM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150620 TREE FU 12:57:06 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150621 MTP 9:53:09 AM 0:15 ZNBC5156H PSA 2015 TMYK Natalie Morales Education :15 

20150627 FRI-1ST LOOK 4:24:39 AM 0:15 ZNBC5126H PSA 2015 TMYK Alison Sweeney Environment :15 

20150627 ASTROBLAST 10:27:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150627 CHICA 10:56:37 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150627 CHICA 10:56:52 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

20150627 LAZYTOWN 11:25:08 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC5165H PSA 2015 TMYK Kaitlin Becker Health :15 

20150627 LUNA 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150627 POPPY CAT 12:26:27 PM 0:15 CNFT0046000H NBC ENT PSA 2015: AD COUNCIL - THIS IS A FOREST 

20150627 POPPY CAT 12:26:42 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5127H PSA 2015 TMYK Benjamin Stockham Health :15 

20150627 TREE FU 12:57:06 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC5104H PSA 2015 TMYK Bob Harper Health :15 

 

NBC NETWORK NON-BROADCAST EFFORTS 

 

April – June, 2015 

 

NBCUniversal’s The More You Know website: 

 

Since 1989, The More You Know has brought the nation’s most important social issues to the forefront, and 

remains a trusted voice for sharing knowledge to improve lives and inspire action. The More You Know’s 

comprehensive website (themoreyouknow.com) includes in-depth resource and referral information on the 

campaign’s important focus issues including:  

 

 HEALTH – fighting childhood obesity, encouraging nutrition and physical fitness 
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 ENVIRONMENT – encouraging everyday actions that reduce environmental impact 

 EDUCATION – recruiting new teachers and promoting their long-lasting impact   

 DIGITAL LITERACY & INTERNET SAFETY - sharing online safety tips and information   

 DIVERSITY – embracing differences and promoting inclusion, tolerance and respect  

 

Also featured on site is The More You Know Learning series’ Growing Up Online, a free eBook on digital 

literacy and Internet Safety. Growing Up Online is an important tool to initiate conversation with children 

about online safety.  The eBook is a media-rich, two-part learning resource that provides easy-to-use 

information about navigating the digital world in a unique and engaging way. Part one includes safety tips, 

discussion questions and key takeaways for parents and teachers. Part two features four entertaining video 

comic books for children, focused on real situations that come up when kids go online.  

Additional content on the site includes public service announcements, behind-the-scenes videos, a general 

overview, a talent directory, and a list of the campaign’s accolades such as the prestigious Emmy and 

Peabody awards. 

 
 

2nd Quarter 2015 Promos 

NBC CHILDREN'S REPORT 2015 Q2 
    

       Program 
Air Date 

Program Air 
Time 

Program Aired in Promo Name House # 
Promo 
Length 

Promo Air 
Time 

4/3/2015 10:00:00:00 a NBC NEWS - TODAY III 
NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 10:42:10:00 a 

4/3/2015 01:00:00:00 p 
NBC ENTERTAINMENT: DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES (FR) (60 minutes) 

NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 01:24:08:02 p 

4/10/2015 01:00:00:00 p 
NBC ENTERTAINMENT: DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES (FR) (60 minutes) 

NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 01:24:08:02 p 

4/10/2015 10:00:00:00 a NBC NEWS - TODAY III 
NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 10:42:25:00 a 

4/17/2015 01:00:00:00 p 
NBC ENTERTAINMENT: DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES (FR) (60 minutes) 

NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 01:24:08:02 p 

4/17/2015 10:00:00:00 a NBC NEWS - TODAY III 
NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 10:42:20:00 a 

4/24/2015 10:00:00:00 a NBC NEWS - TODAY III 
NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 10:42:50:00 a 

4/24/2015 01:00:00:00 p 
NBC ENTERTAINMENT: DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES (FR) (60 minutes) 

NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 01:24:08:02 p 

5/1/2015 10:00:00:00 a NBC NEWS - TODAY III 
NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 10:41:50:00 a 

5/1/2015 01:00:00:00 p 
NBC ENTERTAINMENT: DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES (FR) (60 minutes) 

NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 01:24:08:02 p 

5/8/2015 01:00:00:00 p 
NBC ENTERTAINMENT: DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES (FR) (60 minutes) 

NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 01:24:08:02 p 

5/8/2015 10:00:00:00 a NBC NEWS - TODAY III 
NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 10:43:05:00 a 

5/15/2015 01:00:00:00 p 
NBC ENTERTAINMENT: DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES (FR) (60 minutes) 

NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 01:24:08:02 p 

5/15/2015 10:00:00:00 a NBC NEWS - TODAY III 
NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 10:42:20:00 a 

5/22/2015 10:00:00:00 a NBC NEWS - TODAY III 
NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 10:42:50:00 a 
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5/22/2015 01:00:00:00 p 
NBC ENTERTAINMENT: DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES (FR) (60 minutes) 

NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 01:24:08:02 p 

5/29/2015 10:00:00:00 a NBC NEWS - TODAY III 
NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 10:42:30:00 a 

6/5/2015 10:00:00:00 a NBC NEWS - TODAY III 
NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 10:43:05:00 a 

6/12/2015 01:00:00:00 p 
NBC ENTERTAINMENT: DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES (FR) (60 minutes) 

NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 01:24:08:02 p 

6/12/2015 10:00:00:00 a NBC NEWS - TODAY III 
NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 10:42:50:00 a 

6/19/2015 10:00:00:00 a NBC NEWS - TODAY III 
NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 10:42:20:00 a 

6/19/2015 01:00:00:00 p 
NBC ENTERTAINMENT: DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES (FR) (60 minutes) 

NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 01:26:58:02 p 

6/26/2015 10:00:00:00 a NBC NEWS - TODAY III 
NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 10:42:50:00 a 

6/26/2015 01:00:00:00 p 
NBC ENTERTAINMENT: DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES (FR) (60 minutes) 

NBC ENT NBC KIDS JUNE 
27 

010G627NBK1105H :10 01:24:08:02 p 
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Weather Nation E/I Commercial Limit Certification 
SECOND QUARTER 2015 

 

All the episode synopses, FCC E/I information, are available on the links below and it is 13-

16 year old E/I programming. 

  

10:00am - 10:30am Animal Rescue  
Animal Rescue is a weekly half-hour series about at compassionate individuals who come to the 

aid of animals in distress.  

Rating: E/I (13-16), TV-G Animal Rescue is closed-captioned  

http://telcoproductions.com/animalrescue-info.shtml 

  

Pursuant to the Children’s Television Act of 1990 and the rules and regulations of the FCC, 

“ANIMAL RESCUE” satisfies the FCC’s Children’s programming requirements and may be 

classified as Core Programming as defined under Section 73.671 of the Commission’s Rules. 

“ANIMAL RESCUE” furthers the educational and informational needs of children 13 to 16 years 

of age with its programming content, including safety tips and informational about various 

animals and their habitats. 
 

 

10:30am - 11:00am Biz Kids  
Biz Kids is a weekly half-hour series featuring teens learning about money and business as well 

as setting and achieving their financial goals.  

Rating: E/I (13-16), TV-G Biz Kids is closed-captioned and in HD  

http://telcoproductions.com/BizKids.shtml 

 
Pursuant to the Children's Television Act of 1990, "BIZ KID$" will satisfy the FCC Children's 
programming requirement and can be classified as either core or non-core programming. "BIZ 
KID$" serves the educational and informational needs of children 13 to 16 years of age with its 
program  co ntent, including the importance of understanding the economy and basic business 
principles. 

 

  

11:00am - 11:30am Dog Tales  
Dog Tales is a weekly half-hour series all about man's best friend.  

Rating: E/I (13-16), TV-G Dog Tales is closed-captioned  

http://telcoproductions.com/dog-tales-info.shtml 

 

Pursuant to the Children’s Television Act of 1990, "Dog Tales" will satisfy the FCC Children's 

programming requirement and can be classified as either core or non-core programming. "Dog 

Tales" serves the educational and informational needs of children 13-16 years of age with its 

program content, including dog safety and care tips, as well as lessons on the responsibility of 

owning a dog. 
  

 

 

http://telcoproductions.com/animalrescue-info.shtml
http://telcoproductions.com/BizKids.shtml
http://telcoproductions.com/dog-tales-info.shtml


Weather Nation E/I Commercial Limit Certification 
SECOND QUARTER 2015 

 

11:30am - 12:00pm Dragonfly TV  
Dragonfly TV is a weekly half-hour series featuring "hands-on" science projects.  

Rating: E/I (13-16), TV-G Dragonfly TV is closed-captioned  

http://telcoproductions.com/dragonfly-tv-info.shtml 

  

“Dragonfly TV” is a weekly half-hour science television series that meets the educational and 

informational objectives of the FCC’s Children’s Programming requirements for children ages 

13-16. The programs highlight children “doing” projects with real hands-on experience and 

demonstrates practical applications of mathematics and science. 

 

12:00pm - 12:30pm Missing  
Missing is a weekly half-hour series focusing attention on the plight of missing children.  

Rating: E/I (13-16), TV-G Missing is closed-captioned  

http://telcoproductions.com/missing-info.shtml 

 

"Missing" satisfies the  FCC  Children's  Programming requirement and can be classified as 

either core or non-core programming. "Missing" serves the educational and information all 

needs of children 13 to 16 years of age with its program content, including safety tips and real 

life stories using various resources to help find missing people. 
  

12:30pm - 1:00pm Think Big  
Think Big is a weekly half-hour series featuring teen inventors with big ideas.  

Rating: E/I (13-16), TV-G. Think Big is closed-captioned 

http://telcoproductions.com/Think-Big-info.shtml 
 
Pursuant to the Children's Television Act of 1990, "THINK BIG" will satisfy the FCC Children's 
programming requirement and can be classified as either core or non-core programming. "THINK 
BIG" serves the educational and informational needs of children 13 to 16 years of age with its 
program content, including the importance of having a working knowledge of math, science and 
physics. 
  

 

              

 
____________________________________ 

David Hampe, SVP Affiliate Relations 

WeatherNation TV, Inc. 

 

 

  

http://telcoproductions.com/dragonfly-tv-info.shtml
http://telcoproductions.com/missing-info.shtml
http://telcoproductions.com/Think-Big-info.shtml
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Monday,	  December	  15,	  2014	  
	  
	  
	  
MEMO:	  FCC	  Offline	  Captioning	  Guidelines	  effective	  January	  2015	  
	  
To:	   All	  Aqua	  Kids	  and	  Aqua	  Kids	  Adventures	  affiliates	  
	  
From:	   George	  Stover	   	  
	  
You	  may	  be	  aware	  that	  in	  April	  of	  2014,	  the	  FCC	  released	  guidelines	  for	  realtime	  and	  offline	  
captioning	  best	  practices,	  which	  will	  go	  into	  effect	  in	  January	  of	  2015.	  The	  closed	  captions	  
that	  Adventure	  Productions	  uses	  satisfy	  the	  quality	  standards	  required	  by	  the	  FCC	  for	  
accuracy,	  synchronicity,	  program	  completeness,	  and	  placement.	  
	  
Adventure	  Productions	  is	  in	  compliance	  with	  the	  requirements	  of	  the	  Report	  and	  Order	  in	  
CG	  Docket	  No.	  05¬231,	  FCC	  14-‐12.	  Adventure	  Productions'	  captions	  always	  have	  and	  always	  
will	  meet	  or	  exceed	  federal	  regulations.	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	  
	  
Sincerely	  
George	  Stover	  
Owner,	  Producer	  
Adventure	  Productions	  /	  Aqua	  Kids	  



 
 

 

Statement Regarding Children’s Programming on the COZI TV Network 

 

 

 

This is to certify that the COZI TV Network has verified that:  i) the supplier of the 

program identified below, as a standard practice, formats each episode consistent with the 

statutory limits on commercials permitted to air within programs designated as children’s 

programs and targeted to children 12 years old or younger; and ii) that the COZI TV 

Network has aired the following programs identified below in a manner consistent with 

such statutory limits.  Any commercial minute overages are set forth below.  The COZI 

TV Network does not offer any other programs originally produced and broadcast 

primarily for an audience of children 12 years old and younger. 

 

 Programs  Supplier    Overages  

 

Howdy Doody                      Showplace Television Syndication         None  

 

 

I certify that the above information is true and valid as of July 1, 2015. 

 

 

Ronni Attenello 

Director of Programming 

NBC Owned Television Stations 

NBCUniversal 



COZI-TV NBC Digital Channel Children’s Educational Objectives 

  

3rd Quarter 2015 Show Summaries 

 

Aqua Kids Adventures II – E/I, K13-16 

Aqua Kids provides a unique vehicle for young people to learn about the diversity of marine 

animals around the world, emphasizing the importance of preserving fragile aquatic habitats and 

encouraging children to take an active role in protecting the future of their community and the 

world.  The program provides a window into the management and preservation of unique 

habitats and species through the eyes of kids and their hands-on collaboration with science 

researchers and educators.  The messages delivered by Aqua Kids are given by a creative and 

resourceful host, Molly McKinney, whose scientific background is evident in the show.  The 

other young hosts, whose ages range from pre-teen to late teens, are equally entertaining and 

informative.  The young viewers identify with these young hosts and imagine themselves in the 

role of  the scientist and as someone who could have a positive impact on the environment.  The 

format of young student scientists presenting information on location in a variety of aquatic 

settings is both entertaining and informative.  (Showplace TV Syndication) 

 

Ariel & Zoey & Eli, Too – E/I, K13-16 

Ariel & Zoey & Eli, Too (AZE2), a musical variety show that is driven  by three siblings, 

empowers children to accomplish their goals and their dreams.  AZE2 accomplishes this through 

interviewing people who excel in their profession and have a positive message for kids, 

introducing guests who perform different genres of music, and presenting musical performances 

by the cast members themselves. These cast musical performances show children they can write 

their own music and the importance of teamwork.  Music on the show is produced by Emmy 

Award winner David Barrett.  He and Brian Brill (another Emmy winner) ensure that the music 

is tailored for the young audience.  All songs offer a positive message about life.  Every episode 

begins with the song "Sweet Company which sends the positive message of friendship and ends 

with the singing of End of Another Day which encourages the viewer to stay optimistic about 

tomorrow.  (Showplace TV Syndication) 

 

Steal the Show – E/I, K13-16 

Steal the Show provides CORE programming in the areas music, music composition, the music 

recording process and musical instruments. Ariel, Zoey and Eli Engelbert of the EI program 

Ariel & Zoey & Eli, Too work to write and record an album with Grammy Winner Jim Peterik. 

All aspect of the process are covered – 1) Creating the melody, 2) writing the lyric, 3) creating 

harmonies, 4) developing instrumentals and 5) recording the song in the studio. 

With schools across the country cutting funding to music related programs, Steal the Show fills 

an important void. Students will be empowered with the knowledge and skills they will broaden 

and hone as they follow Ariel, Zoey and Eli on their journey with one of the most prominent 

songwriters of the past 20 years. (Showplace TV Syndication) 

 

The New Howdy Doody – E/I, K6-10 

Howdy Doody is a 1975 series which is known to its viewers for Buffalo Bob in his cowboy 

attire and a cast of human characters such as Clarabell the Clown and Chief Thunderthud as well 

as puppets (i.e., Howdy Doody, Dilly Dally, Flub-a-Dub, etc.). Children sat on stage in the 

Peanut Gallery, thus making this show a forerunner of interactive programming we enjoy 

today.  The primary value of the series is to educate and entertain elementary school-aged 

children. In addition, both older children and monitoring adults will find this series amusing and 



quite charming as Howdy Doody is a timeless character who has an interactive 

quality.  Educationally, the series offers opportunities for parents and teachers to teach lessons 

related to language, character development, science, and listening skills. 

 

In accordance with the 1990 Children’s Television Act (ATC) intended to increase educational 

and informational programming for children on television, HOWDY DOODY clearly meets the 

goals of providing children with a television show that meets CORE requirements of the FCC as 

follows: 

1. Issues such as bullying, establishing trust and courtesy are faced and resolved in the episodes. 

2. Responsibility is presented in a positive and encouraging manner. 

3. Making choices in life, mastery of attachment and separation are emphasized in each episode. 

4. Issues of competition and loyalty are conveyed throughout the series. 

  (Showplace TV Syndication) 

 



 
Soup J Productions, LLC 

 
 
To:  Ariel & Zoey & Eli, Too and Steal the Show affiliates 
 
From: Matt Engelbert    December 10, 2014 
 
 
You may be aware that in April of 2014, the FCC released guidelines for realtime and 
offline captioning best practices, which will go into effect in January of 2015.  The 
closed captions that Soup J Productions uses satisfy the quality standards required 
by the FCC for accuracy, synchronicity, program completeness, and placement. 
 
Soup J Productions is in compliance with the requirements of the Report and Order in 
CG Docket No. 05¬231, FCC 14-12. Soup J Productions' captions always have and 
always will meet or exceed federal regulations. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
 

Soup J Productions 
2424 Antietam Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-5188  Email: engelbert1996@sbcglobal.net 
Web: www.arielandzoey.com 


